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Live the Ideal

3 Modern
 collection of seven contemporary bathroom
A
suites and accessories by leading European
designers including Robin Levien RDI,
Jasper Morrison and David Chipperfield.

69 Create
	A stunning bathroom collection by Robin
Levien RDI, comprising three distinctive basin
shapes which share a wide range of core
pieces to create the bathroom of your dreams.

91 Space

body
&mind

	Space products make use of every available
inch to create better, extra and new
bathrooms. The Space concept is not just
about innovative products – it’s about
inspiring you to look afresh at the space you
have.

117 Bathing and wellness
		 Many Ideal Standard suites include a bath

option, but also available is a collection of
luxury baths in all shapes and styles to meet
your needs. Our powerful whirlpool and
shower systems complete your bathroom
experience.

133 Classic
	Four classic bathroom ranges combining
period detail with technical expertise.
Our range of classic baths would add style
and opulence to any bathroom.

157 Mixers and taps
	A comprehensive collection of 17 different
mixer and tap ranges by top international
designers. Attention to detail married with
technological innovation ensure this collection
adds the perfect finishing touch to any
bathroom.

At Ideal Standard, we believe that creativity is the catalyst to continuous evolution in your bathroom. As Europe’s
leading brand, Ideal Standard’s goal is to create a living space that is truly like you. Sustainable and exclusively
following three main philosophies: design, performance and innovation. Ideal Standard is the reflection of
personalised well-being. Spirit and materials focused to create a universe where the body and mind are immersed
in renewed pleasure day after day. Discover the new ground-breaking solutions that capture your desires.
Award-winning designers including Robin Levien RDI, Jasper Morrison, David Chipperfield and Seymour Powell
have created designs that lend style and luxury to your home. Ideal Standard continues to invest in the most
advanced technology to guarantee that each piece of porcelain, mixers, taps and shower fittings work perfectly
and look beautiful. So for the complete bathroom, live the ideal with Ideal Standard.
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Jasper Morrison 1000mm
wall hung vessel basin unit
with 50cm vessel basin,
close coupled wc suite and
180 x 85cm Idealform bath,
right handed; see p10 for
the complete Jasper Morrison
furniture range and p116-123
for more bath options

Modern

Jasper Morrison mixer
fittings used throughout; see
p160 for the complete range

For over a century Ideal Standard has brought the simplicity
and innovation of contemporary design into millions of homes.
Good design is about both form and function. Ideal Standard
leads the way through technological innovation and has realised
the visions of leading European designers, each of whom refresh
the bathroom in their own way.
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Jasper
Morrison

Jasper Morrison 50cm semipedestal basin and wall hung
wc suite; see p6 for the complete
Jasper Morrison bathroom range
Jasper Morrison mixer fittings
used throughout; see p160 for
the complete range

Ideal Standard has teamed up with Jasper
Morrison, one of Europe’s most successful
designers, to create a bathroom range
which fully realises our design ethos.
His contemporary forms are a subtle
combination of soft squares and oval
interiors which have been developed across
a full range of white sanitaryware, furniture
and fittings to produce a modern classic.

Design by
Jasper Morrison is one of today’s
most influential industrial designers.
Born in London, he is renowned
for his aesthetically elegant, quietly
humorous style and has designed
everything from a tray-table to a tram
system. In the early 2000’s Morrison
set up a new studio in Paris and
proceeded to divide his working life
between there and London.
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Jasper Morrison

Basins

1

2

3

1 55cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options.

Jasper Morrison 55cm
pedestal basin, close coupled
wc suite and 170 x 75cm
Idealform bath
Jasper Morrison mixer
fittings used throughout; see
p160 for the complete range

2 50cm basin
with one or two tap
holes, full pedestal and
semi-pedestal options
3 40cm handrinse basin
with one tap hole
4 55cm semi-countertop
basin with one tap hole
5 50cm vessel basin
with no tap hole

WC and bidets
6 Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole

5
6

4

7 Close coupled wc
suite with cistern, seat
and cover
8 Back-to-wall wc suite
with seat and cover
9 Wall hung wc suite
with seat and cover

7

Baths
10 70 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching bath panels

8

9

11 75 bath
170 x 75cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching bath panels
12 180 bath
180 x 85cm Idealform
bath with optional
matching bath panels,
left handed (right handed
version also available)
For more bath options
see p116-123

10

11

12

6
7

Jasper Morrison 50cm
basin with contemporary
bottle trap and close coupled
wc suite with soft closing seat;
see p6 for the complete Jasper
Morrison bathroom range
Jasper Morrison mixer
fittings used throughout; see
p160 for the complete range
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Jasper Morrison

Furniture
1 650mm wall hung
vessel basin unit
with worktop

Jasper Morrison 650mm
semi-countertop basin unit/
650mm wc furniture unit
with worktop

2 1000mm wall hung
vessel basin unit
with worktop

Jasper Morrison mixer
fittings used throughout; see
p160 for the complete range

3 650mm semicountertop basin unit/
650mm wc furniture
unit with worktop

Finishes
White Terazzo
for worktops

European Oak
for units

1

2

3

10
11

Jasper Morrison 1000mm
wall hung vessel basin unit
with 50cm vessel basin
Opposite:
650mm wall hung vessel
basin unit, 50cm vessel basin
and 180 x 85cm Idealform
bath, left handed; see p10 for
the complete Jasper Morrison
furniture range and p116
-123 for more bath options
Jasper Morrison mixer
fittings used throughout; see
p160 for the complete range
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White

White 50cm cube pedestal
basin, close coupled wc suite
and 170 x 80cm Idealcast
bath; see p18 for the complete
White range and p116-123
for more bath options
Silver mixer fittings used
throughout; see p162 for
the complete range

Designed by architect David Chipperfield
and inspired by the relationship of
geometric forms, the sculptural simplicity
of White brings the best of contemporary
design to the bathroom. White has
a selection of twelve pieces from which
you can create your perfect bathroom.

Design by
David Chipperfield has established
himself as one of the world’s most
accomplished architects. His buildings
are characterised by their careful,
almost sculptural simplicity. The
extent of his designs range in style
from furniture commissions to urban
planning projects. Many of these
projects have been widely published
and exhibited.
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White 40cm round vessel
basins, and wall mounted
wc suite
Opposite:
170 x 80cm Idealcast bath;
see p18 for the complete
White range and p116-123
for more bath options
Silver mixer fittings used
throughout; see p162 for the
complete range
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White

Basins
1 50cm cube basin
with one, two, three
or no tap holes

2

1

3

2 50cm round basin
with one, two or three
tap holes

White 45cm round
semi-countertop basin and
back-to-wall wc suite
Silver mixer fittings used
throughout; see p162 for
the complete range

3 40cm round handrinse
basin with one or two
tap holes
4 40cm cube vessel
basin with no tap hole
5 40cm round vessel
basin with no tap hole
6 45cm round semicountertop basin
with one tap hole

WC and bidets
7 Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole

4

5

6

8 Wall mounted bidet
with one tap hole
9 Wall mounted wc suite
with seat and cover
10 Close coupled wc
suite with cistern, seat
and cover
11 Back-to-wall wc suite
with seat and cover

Baths
12 170 bath
170 x 80cm Idealcast
bath, with optional
matching bath panels

8

7

9

For more bath options
see p116-123

12

10

11

18
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White 50cm round pedestal
basin, close coupled wc suite,
floor standing bidet and
170 x 80cm Idealcast bath;
see p18 for the complete
White range and p116-123
for more bath options
Silver mixer fittings used
throughout; see p162 for
the complete range
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Kyomi

Kyomi 59cm semi-pedestal
basin, back-to-wall wc suite
and 174 x 88cm Idealcast
oval bath; see p24 for the
complete Kyomi bathroom
range and p116-123 for
more bath options
Academy mixer fittings
used throughout; see p164
for the complete range

Designed by Robin Levien, Royal
Designer for Industry. Kyomi has the
appearance of being naturally formed by
centuries of running water. The hollows
and curving lines of the basins, bowls
and baths fashion the Kyomi collection.

Design by
Robin Levien RDI is one of Britain’s
most consistently successful product
designers of the last 25 years. In 1999
Robin set up Studio Levien with his
wife Tricia Stainton to design domestic
products for leading companies all over
the world. He was made non executive
Design Director of Ideal Standard in
the UK in 2003.
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Kyomi

Basins

1

Kyomi 65cm pedestal basin
and close coupled wc suite

2

1 65cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options.

Academy mixer fittings used
throughout; see p164 for the
complete range

2 59cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options

Moonshadow fixed riser
shower kit

3 45cm handrinse basin
with one tap hole, semipedestal option

Bliss alcove shower enclosure;
call 0800 590311 for an Ideal
Standard Showers International
Collection brochure

Trevi compact built-in
thermostatic shower valve

4 59cm semi-countertop
basin with one tap hole
3

4

WC and bidets
5 Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole
6 Close coupled wc
suite with cistern, seat
and cover
7 Back-to-wall wc suite
with seat and cover

5

Baths
8 Oval bath
174 x 88cm Idealcast
bath, with optional
matching bath panel,
semi-recessed

6

9 180 bath
180 x 80cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching Uniline
bath panels

7

For more bath options
see p116-123

9
8
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Purity

Purity 60cm semi-pedestal
basin, wall mounted wc suite
and 170 x 70cm Idealform
bath; see p28 for the
complete Purity bathroom
range and p116-123 for
more bath options
Idyll Two mixer fittings used
throughout; see p170 for the
complete range

Purity, designed by Wolfgang Müller-Deisig,
is simple yet ingenious, incorporating
the innovative concept of combining two
basins in one. Beautiful to look at as well
as very practical, the washbasin helps to
conserve precious water by giving you
the choice between a little dabble and a
luxurious splash.

Design by
Wolfgang Müller-Deisig Born in Berlin,
Germany in 1946. He founded Deisig
Design studio in 1971, which was primarily
engaged in the development of office
chairs, office furniture and bathroom
products such as ceramics and fittings.
Müller-Deisig gained International
reputation for his work of ergonomic office
chair concepts. During his professional
career he has earned numerous design
awards in Europe, USA and Asia.
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Purity

Basins

Purity 56cm semi-countertop
basin and back-to-wall wc suite

2

1

1 60cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options

Idyll Two mixer fittings used
throughout; see p170 for the
complete range

2 55cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options
3 50cm handrinse basin
with one tap hole,
semi-pedestal option
4 56cm semi-countertop
basin with one tap hole
5 56cm countertop basin
with one tap hole

4

3

WC and bidets
6 Wall mounted bidet
with one tap hole
7 Back-to-wall wc suite
with seat and cover
8 Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole
9 Close coupled wc suite
with cistern, seat and cover

6

5

10 Wall mounted wc suite
with seat and cover

Baths
11 170 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
bath, with chrome
finish handgrips and
optional matching
Uniline bath panels

7

8

For more bath options
see p116-123.

9

11

10
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Purity 60cm pedestal basin,
close coupled wc suite and
170 x 70cm Idealform bath;
see p28 for the complete Purity
bathroom range and p116123 for more bath options
Opposite:
Purity 56cm
semi-countertop basin
Idyll Two mixer fittings
used throughout; see p170
for the complete range
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Washpoint

Washpoint 80cm Start
furniture with 56cm apron
fronted basin wall mounted
wc suite and wall mounted
bidet; see p34 for the complete
Washpoint bathroom range
and p38 for the complete
Washpoint Start furniture range
Ceraplan SL mixer fittings
used throughout; see p188
for the complete range

Washpoint, is one of our most versatile
ranges because it offers you a wide choice
of both single and double washbasin
configurations, plus two ranges of furniture,
Start and Trend. The endless combinations
of porcelain married with the Ceraplan
mixer fittings, also designed by Marc Sadler,
provide a versatile collection that can be
adapted to any bathroom.

Design by
Marc Sadler, is an accomplished
designer with more than four decades
of experience working for leading
companies in a variety of sectors. Today
Sadler designs furniture and furnishings,
including electrical and domestic
appliances, lighting and technical
products. He also teaches in several
design schools and universities
across Europe.
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Washpoint

Basins

1

2

Washpoint 60cm pedestal
basin, close coupled wc suite
and 170 x 75cm Idealform
bath; see p34 for the complete
Washpoint bathroom range
and p116-123 for more
bath options

3

1 65cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options
2 60cm basin
with one tap hole,
full pedestal and semipedestal options.

Connect over bath shower
screen; call 0800 590311
for an Ideal Standard Showers
Studio Collection brochure

3 50cm handrinse basin
with one tap hole
and semi-pedestal

Ceraplan SL mixer fittings
used throughout; see p188
for the complete range

4 56cm apron fronted
basin with one tap hole
5 45cm apron fronted
handrinse basin with
one tap hole

4

5

6

6 55cm apron fronted
semi-countertop basin
with one tap hole
7 50cm undercountertop basin
with one tap hole

7

WC and bidets
8 Close coupled wc suite
available with soft closing
or standard seat, cistern
and cover

8

9 Back-to-wall wc suite
available with soft closing
or standard seat, cistern
and cover

9

10

11

10 Wall mounted wc suite
available with soft closing
or standard seat, cistern
and cover
11 Wall mounted bidet
with one tap hole

Baths
12 170 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
or Idealform Plus+ bath,
also available in 170 x
75cm Idealform bath,
with optional matching
Unilux bath panels

12

13

13 170 Duo bath
170 x 75cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching Unilux
bath panels
For more bath options
see p116-123
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Washpoint

Furniture

1

2

1 Trend 440mm floor
pedestal unit with
45cm apron fronted
handrinse basin

Washpoint Trend countertop
basin unit with wc unit with
shelves, with 45cm handrinse
basin and wall mounted wc
Ceraplan SL mixer fittings
used throughout; see p188
for the complete range

2 Trend 440mm wall
pedestal unit with
45cm handrinse basin
3 Trend wall mounted
440mm vessel unit
for 45cm and 50cm apron
fronted basins
4 Trend wall mounted
585mm vessel unit for
65cm and 60cm pedestal
basins or 45cm and 50cm
apron fronted basins

3

4

5 Trend semi-countertop
basin unit with wc
unit with 55cm semicountertop basin and
back-to-wall wc
6 Trend countertop
basin unit with wc
unit with shelves
with 45cm handrinse basin
and wall mounted wc

5

7 Trend mirror
available in two sizes
585mm and 440mm wide

Finishes
WG gloss white
for units

VK warm oak
for units and worktops
6

7

7
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Washpoint

Furniture

1

1 80cm Start furniture/
vessel beechwood, with
56cm apron fronted basin
2 150cm Start furniture/
vessel beechwood,
with 2 x 56cm apron
fronted basins
3 80cm Start furniture/
vessel with collar
beechwood, with
60cm basin

2

4 150cm Start furniture/
vessel with collar
beechwood, with
2 x 60cm basins
5 80cm Start furniture/
countertop beechwood,
with 56cm apron
fronted basin

3

6 150cm Start furniture/
countertop beechwood,
with 2 x 56cm apron
fronted basins
7 Start floor standing
shelves unit beechwood
8 Start wall mounted
200mm shelf
beechwood

4

5

6

7

8
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Studio

Studio 60cm pedestal basin,
back-to-wall wc suite and
170 x 70cm Idealform bath;
see p42 for the complete Studio
bathroom range and p116-123
for more bath options
Studio toilet roll holder and
towel ring with clear ring; see
p56 for the complete range
of Studio accessories
Silver mixer fittings used
throughout; see p162 for
the complete range

Studio, designed by Robin Levien
of Queensbury Hunt, has changed
the typical British bathroom forever
by delivering a unique treble: awardwinning design, maximum choice
and outstanding value.

Design by
Robin Levien RDI is one of Britain’s
most consistently successful product
designers of the last 25 years. In 1999
Robin set up Studio Levien with his
wife Tricia Stainton to design domestic
products for leading companies all
over the world. He was made non
executive Design Director of Ideal
Standard in the UK in 2003.
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Studio

Basins

1

2

Studio 35cm handrinse basin
and close coupled wc suite

3

1 Basin available in three
sizes, 60cm, 56cm and 50cm
with one or two tap holes

Studio toilet roll holder; see
p56 for the complete range
of Studio accessories

2 45cm cloakroom basin
with two tap holes

Waterways mixer fittings
used throughout; see p172
for the complete range

3 Handrinse basin
available in two sizes,
45cm and 35cm with two
tap holes
4 56cm semi-countertop
basin with one or two
tap holes
5 45cm corner basin
with one or two tap holes
6 45cm corner
cloakroom basin
with one or two tap holes

5

4

6

WC and bidets
7 Close coupled wc
suite with cistern, seat
and cover
8 Back-to-wall wc suite
with seat and cover
9 Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole
7

Baths
10 170 bath
Idealform bath available
in three sizes, 170 x
75cm, 170 x 70cm and
150 x 70cm, with colour
matched handgrips and
optional matching Uniline
bath panels
11 Spacemaker bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
bath, left or right handed
versions available, also
available with Studio bath
screen, with colour matched
handgrip and optional
matching bath panels

8

10

11

9

12

12 Shower bath
170 x 75cm Idealform
bath, left or right handed
versions available, also
available with Studio bath
screen, with colour matched
handgrip and optional
matching bath panels
For more bath options
see page 116-123
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Studio 56cm semicountertop basin, back-towall wc suite 170 x 70cm
Idealform bath; see p42
for the complete Studio
bathroom range
For more bath options
see p42 and p116-123
Silver mixer fittings used
here; see p162 for the
complete range
Opposite:
Studio 56cm semicountertop basin
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Alto

Alto 170cm shower bath with
bath screen, close coupled wc
suite, 60cm pedestal basin
Ceramix basin mixer, bath filler
and built-in manual shower; see
p182 for the complete range
Moonshadow base connection
shower kit; call 0800 614191
for a Trevi showers brochure
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

The Alto collection, designed by the
internationally renowned Studio Levien,
has many innovative features that you’d
expect from a luxury bathroom range –
yet at an affordable price.
This versatile range of contemporary
porcelain and stylish bathroom fittings
is suited to domestic or commercial use,
whatever the space. Its relatively small
scale makes it ideal for small bathrooms,
en-suites and cloakrooms.
No wonder Alto is the choice of so many
designers and architects.
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Alto

Basins

1

2

3

1 Basin available in three
sizes, 60cm, 55cm and
50cm with one or two tap
holes, full pedestal and
semi-pedestal options

Connect 750 over bath
shower screen; call
0800 590311 for an Ideal
Standard Showers Studio
Collection Brochure

2 Basin available in three
sizes, 60cm, 55cm and
50cm with one or two tap
holes, full pedestal and
semi-pedestal options

Ceramix mixer fittings used
throughout; see p182
for the complete range
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

3 45cm handrinse basin
with one or two tap holes
4 56cm countertop basin
with one tap hole
5 55cm semi-countertop
basin with one or two
tap holes

Alto 55cm semi-pedestal basin,
170 x 70cm Idealform bath,
close coupled wc suite

4

5

6

WC and bidets
6 Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole
7 Close coupled wc suite
(HO) with horizontal
outlet, cistern, seat
and cover
8 Wall mounted wc suite
with seat and cover

7

9 Back-to-wall wc suite
with seat and cover
10 Close coupled wc suite
(BO) with bottom outlet,
cistern, seat and cover

8

9

Baths
11 170 bath
170cm Idealform bath,
available in two sizes, 170 x
70cm and 170 x 75cm, with
chrome finish handgrip and
optional matching Uniline
bath panels. Available with
Twin Plus Whirlpool System
feature, see page 124
12 Shower bath
170cm Idealform shower
bath, left or right handed
versions available, with
shower screen and optional
matching bath panels

11

12

10

For more bath options
see p116-123
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Alto 45cm handrinse basin,
and wall mounted wc suite
Opposite:
Alto 55cm semi-countertop
basin, back-to-wall wc suite
and 170cm shower bath with
bath screen; see p48 for the
complete Alto range
Ceramix basin mixer; see
p182 for the complete range
Joy 800mm corner pivot
shower enclosure
Simplicity flat top tray
Trevi Compact (CTV)
built-in shower includes
shower valve and Elipse
multi-function shower kit
call 0800 614191 for a
Trevi showers brochure
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range
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Countertops

1

2

1 Tempo 53cm or 48cm
countertop basin shown
with Academy basin mixer
2 Tempo 50cm countertop
basin shown with Academy
basin mixer
Oval 57cm undercountertop basin shown
with Silver basin mixer
(shown left)

Countertop and under-countertop basins
offer extra scope in bathrooms where
space is a problem or where installation is
awkward. Set into vanitory units, they allow
for storage beneath, with the additional
advantage of hiding any unsightly plumbing.
Particularly suitable for cloakrooms and
bedrooms, countertop basins are very
versatile and lend themselves to individual
variations on the traditional basin theme.

52
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Accessories

Porcelain and chromium plated metal

Cone soap holder, 50cm
glass shelf, towel ring, single
lever basin mixer; see p186
for the complete Cone range

1

bathroom accessories form an integral part
of Ideal Standard’s complete bathroom range.
Featured throughout the brochure, the range

White 50cm pedestal basin;
see p18 for the complete
white bathroom range

2

is extensive and carefully co-ordinated to
complement different bathrooms.

Cone

3

4

1 Soap holder
2 Glass holder
3 Soap dispenser
4 Toothbrush holder
5 Towel ring
6 Toilet roll holder
7 Robe hook
8 50cm glass shelf

5

9 60cm towel rail
10 Toilet brush & holder

6

7

8

9

10
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Accessories

Studio

Studio toilet roll holder,
towel ring with clear ring,
50cm shelf

1

1 Corner soap holder
2 19.5cm shelf

Waterways CD basin mixer
with Axis handles; see p174
for the complete range

3 Soap holder
4 Soap holder/shelf
5 50cm shelf

2

3

6 Toothbrush holder
7 Toilet roll holder
8 Towel rail with
clear rail
9 Towel ring with
clear ring

Studio 56cm pedestal basin;
see p42 for the complete
Studio bathroom range

4

10 Toilet brush
and holder
11 Single robe hook

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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Modern

Basins

Alto

Alto

Alto

Alto

Alto

Studio

Studio

Studio

Tempo

Tempo

Tempo

60cm basin
w600 x d490mm

55cm basin
w550 x d450mm

50cm basin
w500 x d435mm

45cm handrinse basin
w450 x d360mm

55cm semi-countertop basin
w550 x d475mm

35cm handrinse basin
w350 x d250mm

56cm semi-countertop basin
w560 x d460mm
(version available for furniture)

45cm corner cloakroom
basin/45cm corner basin
w450 x d460mm

50cm countertop basin
w500 x d500mm

48cm countertop basin
w480 x d420mm

53cm countertop basin
w530 x d450mm

Alto

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

56cm countertop basin
w560 x d480mm

55cm basin
w550 x d480mm

50cm basin
w500 x d443mm

40cm handrinse basin
w400 x d350mm

55cm semi-countertop basin
w548 x d470mm

65cm basin
w650 x d480mm

60cm basin
w600 x d450mm

50cm handrinse basin
w500 x d350mm

56cm apron fronted basin
w560 x d450mm

45cm apron fronted
handrinse basin
w450 x d360mm

Jasper Morrison

Kyomi

Kyomi

Kyomi

Kyomi

Washpoint

Washpoint

White round

White round

White round

White round

50cm vessel basin
w495 x d403mm

65cm basin
w650 x d540mm

59cm basin
w595 x d510mm

45cm handrinse basin
w450 x d385mm

59cm semi-countertop basin
w595 x d490mm

50cm undercountertop basin
w500 x d380mm

55cm apron fronted
semi-countertop basin
w555 x d420mm

50cm basin
w500 x d485mm

40cm basin
w400 x d390mm

45cm semicountertop basin
w450 x d450mm

40cm vessel basin
w400 x d400mm

Bidets

Oval

Purity

Purity

Purity

Purity

White cube

57cm under-countertop basin
w570 x d415mm

60cm basin
w600 x d510mm

55cm basin
w550 x d475mm

50cm handrinse basin
w500 x d395mm

56cm countertop basin
w560 x d480mm

40cm vessel basin
w400 x d400mm

Purity

Studio

Studio

Studio

Studio

56cm semi-countertop basin
w560 x d460mm

56cm basin
w560 x d455mm

50cm basin
w500 x d425mm

White cube

60cm basin
w600 x d475mm

45cm cloakroom basin/
45cm handrinse basin
w450 x d300mm

50cm pedestal/countertop basin
w500 x d455mm

Scale 1:20

Scale 1:20

Alto

Kyomi

Purity

Purity

Floor standing bidet
w370 x d570mm

Floor standing bidet
w375 x d590mm

Floor standing bidet
w380 x d560mm

Wall mounted bidet
w380 x d565mm

Studio

Washpoint

White

White

Floor standing bidet
w355 x d550mm

Wall mounted bidet
w365 x d525mm

Wall mounted bidet
w380 x d530mm

Floor standing bidet
w370 x d530mm
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Modern

WC suites

Furniture

Alto

Alto

Alto

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

Close coupled wc suite
with horizontal or bottom
outlet options
w395 x d685mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w365 x d550mm

Wall mounted wc suite
w365 x d530mm

Close coupled wc suite
w365 x d705mm

Wall mounted wc suite
w365 x d560mm

Jasper Morrison

Kyomi

Kyomi

Purity

Purity

Back-to-wall wc suite
w365 x d543mm

Close coupled wc suite
w405 x d735mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w375 x d545mm

Close coupled wc suite
w365 x d680mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w360 x d540mm

Purity

Studio

Studio

Washpoint

Washpoint

Wall mounted wc suite
w360 x d560mm

Close coupled wc suite
w405 x d655mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w365 x d520mm

Close coupled wc suite
w360 x d670mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w362 x d530mm

Washpoint

White

White

White

Wall mounted wc suite
w365 x d525mm

Wall mounted wc suite
w380 x d530mm

Close coupled wc suite
w380 x d680mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w380 x d530mm

Scale 1:20

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

1000mm wall hung vessel basin unit
w1000 x d550mm

650mm wall hung vessel basin unit
w650 x d550mm

650mm wall hung semi-countertop basin unit/650mm wc furniture unit
w1300 x d302mm

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

80cm Start furniture/vessel basin
w800 x d480mm

150cm Start furniture/vessel basin
w1500 x d480mm

Start floor standing
shelf unit
h1050

20cm Start wall
mounted shelf unit
w200 x d600mm

Scale 1:20
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Modern

Furniture continued

Washpoint

Washpoint

80cm Start furniture/countertop basin
w800 x d480mm

150cm Start furniture/countertop basin
w1500 x d480mm

Washpoint

Washpoint

80cm Start furniture/vessel basin
w800 x d480mm

150cm Start furniture/vessel basin
w1500 x d480mm

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

Trend wall mounted
440mm vessel unit
for 45cm apron fronted
handrinse basin
w470 x d395 x h270mm

Trend wall mounted
440mm vessel unit for
50cm handrinse basin
w470 x d395 x h270mm

Trend wall mounted 585mm
vessel unit for 65 and 60cm
pedestal basins and 45 and 50cm
apron fronted basins
w615 x d395 x h270mm

Scale 1:20

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

Trend countertop basin unit and wc unit with shelves
w1220 x d395 x h800mm
available with left or right handed worktop

Trend 600mm wc unit
w600 x d305 x h830mm
(830 overall height – including 30mm worktop)

Trend 440mm wall
pedestal unit
w470 x d395 x h675mm

Washpoint
Trend mirror
w585/404 x d18 x h800mm
available in two sizes 585mm
and 440mm wide

Washpoint

Washpoint

Washpoint

Trend semi-countertop basin unit and wc unit
w1220 x d395 x h800mm

Trend 600mm semi-countertop basin unit
w600 x d305 x h830mm
(830 overall height – including 30mm worktop)

Trend 440mm floor
pedestal unit
w470 x d395 x h675mm

Scale 1:20
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Modern

Baths

Right handed

Jasper Morrison
Alto
170cm Idealform offset corner shower right handed bath
1685 x 800mm,
height – floor to rim 540mm, height – bath screen 1420mm

170 x 70cm Idealform bath
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 595mm

Kyomi

Kyomi

Purity

180 x 80cm Idealform bath
1800 x 800mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm

170 x 70cm Idealform bath
1700 x 700mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm

174 x 88cm Idealcast Oval bath
1740 x 880mm
height – floor to rim 550mm

Left handed

Alto
170cm Idealform bath
1695 x 745mm, 1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm

Alto
170cm Idealform offset corner shower left handed bath
1685 x 800mm,
height – floor to rim 540mm, height – bath screen 1420mm
Left handed

Left handed

Jasper Morrison
180 x 85cm Idealform left handed bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 595mm
Right handed

Left handed

Studio

Studio

170 x 70cm Idealform spacemaker left handed bath
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm

170 x 75cm Idealform shower left handed bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm
Right handed

Right handed

Jasper Morrison

Jasper Morrison

Studio

Studio

170 x 75cm Idealform bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 595mm

180 x 85cm Idealform right handed bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 595mm

170 x 70cm Idealform spacemaker right handed bath
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm

170 x 75cm Idealform shower right handed bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 500-540mm

Scale 1:20
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Modern

Jasper Morrison 180 x
85cm Idealform right handed
bath; see p116-123 for
more baths

Baths continued

Washpoint
170 x 75cm Idealform bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 555-595mm

Studio
170 x 70cm Idealform bath
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 480-540mm

Washpoint
170 x 70cm Idealform bath
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 555-595mm

Studio

Washpoint

150 x 70cm Idealform bath
1495 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 480-540mm

170 x 75cm Idealform Duo bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 555-595mm

Studio

White

170 x 75cm Idealform bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 480-540mm

170 x 80cm Idealcast bath
1695 x 795mm
height – floor to rim 555-595mm

Scale 1:20
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Create
Drift

Square

Edge

Create is a stunning bathroom collection comprising three distinctive basin shapes which
share a wide range of core pieces including pedestals, closets and baths. Create is an
affordable new concept, designed by Robin Levien Royal Designer for Industry, which offers
you the unique opportunity to design your bathroom to suit your own personal needs.
70:71

Core components

72:73

Creativity

74:75

Create furniture
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Edge

80:81

Drift

84:85

Square

88:89

Technical
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Basins
The Create range of basin
pedestals is uniquely
versatile, so however
you plan your bathroom,
you’ll find one to suit your
configuration. If you want
a more spacious feel to
a small bathroom, the wallmounted semi-pedestal
leaves the floor beneath
the basin visible, creating
the illusion of space. The
classic full pedestal stands
as a separate element. And
the duct pedestal fits on to
the Pendock ducting system.
Both the semi-pedestal and
duct pedestal are available in
two sizes to fit a washbasin
or handrinse basin.

WCs and bidets

1

Once you have chosen your
basin design – Edge, Drift
or Square – you can decide
which type of wc will best
suit your bathroom: close
coupled, back-to-wall
or wall mounted. If you
choose Edge or Square,
the wc seat and cistern
will have contemporary
geometric lines, whereas
Drift styling is rounder
and more organic. Both
the back-to-wall and
wall mounted wcs have
concealed cisterns and
the back-to-wall wc can
be used with the wc unit
from the Create furniture
range. The close coupled
wc can be used with
Pendock ducting.

2

1 Full pedestal
available for 60, 56, 55
and 50cm basins

3 Small semi-pedestal
available for 40 and
45cm basins
4 Duct pedestal
available for 60, 56, 55
and 50cm basins

3

5 Small duct pedestal
available for 40 and
45cm basins

components
core pieces you need. It’s that easy.

8

10

11

Selected Create baths
are available with Ideal
Standard’s innovative Twin
Plus Whirlpool System. For
further details call 0800
590311 for a Whirlpools
Collection Brochure.
The Create shower bath
is produced in Idealcast
– a composite of resins
and minerals, which is
cast onto the reverse of
a vacuum formed acrylic
shell. This creates a very
rigid product comparable
with the solid feel most
people associate with cast
iron. The shower bath and
offset corner bath come
in a left or right handed
version. Bath screens and
over-bath enclosures are
available for all four baths.
10 70 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching Unilux bath
panels and screen

12

13

11 75 bath
170 x 75cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching Unilux bath
panels and screen,
available with Twin Plus
Whirlpool System

Create is about giving you the tools to plan your dream

You simply decide which style you like and then choose the

8 Wall mounted wc suite
available with Edge/
Square seat and cover
or Drift seat and cover

9

The core

and furniture which work with all three of our basin designs.

7

9 Floor standing bidet
one tap hole

4

inspiration. Our core pieces are a range of wcs, pedestals, baths

7 Back-to-wall wc suite
available with Edge/
Square seat and cover
or Drift seat and cover

Baths
Defined by geometric lines
and sinuous curves, each
one of our Create baths
is a perfect combination
of form and function.
To give you all the options
you need, there are four
different bath types:
rectangular baths in two
widths, a shower bath and
an offset corner bath. All
have generous capacities
and their wider-than-usual
outside rims allow you to
install your bath taps in
more than one position
(excluding 170 x 70cm).

6 Close coupled wc suite
available with Edge/
Square seat and cover
or Drift seat and cover

2 Semi-pedestal
available for 60, 56, 55
and 50cm basins

bathroom – we provide the framework, you provide the

6

5

12 Shower bath
170cm Idealcast shower
bath with optional matching
bath panels and screen
13 Corner bath
160cm Idealform or
Idealform Plus+ offset
corner bath, with
matching bath panel
and screen, right handed
and left handed versions,
available with Twin Plus
Whirlpool System
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Thinking

creatively

Create So many bathrooms look great in the brochure but recreating that
look in real homes is another matter. Create rethinks every component to make
your bathroom easier to plan and install. Thinking creatively is at the heart
of this collection so whether it’s hiding ugly plumbing or perfecting over-bath
showering you can rest assured we’ve given it lots of thought…
Over-bath showering
When you need a bath and a shower but don’t have
space for both an over-bath shower is the obvious
solution. The Create range of baths are shaped for
comfortable bathing. And all (except the 170 x 70cm)
have extra space at the ‘foot’ end to allow plenty of
room for showering. To give you the flexibility you want,
all Create baths are available with their own bath screen.
Smart and minimal, all screens fold back for bathing
and cleaning. If you prefer the feel of a shower cubicle
we have developed the Create ‘bath enclosure’. This
practical over-bath shower system is made up of two
hinged screens which fasten together with magnetic
seals. Both screens fold out of the way so you can still
enjoy a comfortable bath whenever you want one. `
There are over-bath enclosures to fit each Create bath.

Making connections
Pipe ducting makes unsightly plumbing a thing of the
past. It can be costly and inconvenient to set pipework
into the bathroom wall, but ugly and impractical
to leave it exposed. With the Pendock ducting system,
pipes are hidden within a smart curved shell which
connects seamlessly with items in the Create range.
These are specially designed to sit neatly on top of it,
resulting in a stylish unified appearance. Ducting is easy
to install, which means you can get the contemporary
look you’ve always wanted without the expense
of building work. It is available in oak and walnut
laminates to match the Create bathroom furniture
or you can paint it any colour you choose.

Essential storage
Whether you’re part of a busy family or a
working couple, all households need as much
storage space as they can get. In this respect
the 600mm and 750mm Create vanity chests
are a real bonus. The top drawer has a handy
U-shaped compartment for organising accessories
and toiletries, and the two deep drawers beneath
are large enough to store towels as well as other
all-important bathroom kit. And with smoothaction, full-extension runners, you can pull each
drawer right out to access your stored items.

design

performance

+

Keeping clutter to a minimum
As far as bathroom clutter is concerned, ‘less is more’
is definitely the best approach. Create bathroom
furniture really helps to keep things tidy by providing
a generous amount of cupboard space to stash away
all your bits and pieces. The mirror cabinet has a
double-sided mirror and adjustable shelving.

+
+

A neat link-up
Another piece of the jigsaw, the new Create
duct pedestal conceals water supply and waste
pipes like a conventional pedestal, but in this
case sits on top of the ducting rather than
standing on the floor. It comes in two sizes, one
for washbasins and one for handrinse basins.
Like the ducting, it can be painted any colour
to match your bathroom decor.

Made to measure
To give your bathroom a flawless finish we’ve
taken care of every last detail. So where ducting
needs to be capped off – on one side of a wc,
for example – a tidy solution is provided with
the Pendock ducting system.

innovation
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Create furniture

Practical and built to last, our furniture

2

1

has a semi-fitted look which combines
minimalist chic with the classic style
of individual units. It comes in an oak
or walnut finish and is complemented
by a choice of worktops in oak and
walnut laminate, or a sophisticated
solid-surface option. The furniture comes
fully assembled for easy installation.
Furniture

4

Finishes

1 Furniture 3/4 duct and
3/4 pedestal unit
w365 x d400 x h460mm*
Chrome basin collars
are available separately

Oak

2 Furniture pedestal unit
w365 x d400 x h660mm*
Chrome basin collars
are available separately

Walnut

3 60cm basin unit
w600 x d305 x h555mm*

3

Solid-surface

4 60cm wc unit
w600 x d305 x h865mm*
5 60cm vanity chest
w600 x d500 x h865mm*
6 Mirror cabinet
available in two sizes
w500 x d170 x h655mm
or w365 x d170 x h800mm
both with double-sided
mirror and adjustable shelf

Contemporary stainlesssteel bar handles are
available separately

5

7 Mirrors
available in two sizes
w500 x h655
or w365 x h800

6

7

8 75cm vanity chest
w750 x d500 x h865mm*
9 Vessel drawer unit
w500 x d450 x h315mm*
Bath Panels
1700mm front panels
and 700mm end panels
(not shown)

8

Filler Panels
300mm wide for both
wc and basin units
(not shown)
9
*Height includes worktop
Create: Edge 45cm
handrinse basins
Create furniture pedestal
unit in oak
Idyll Two basin mixers; see
p170 for the complete range
74
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Create:Edge

Create: Edge 60cm semipedestal basin, close coupled
wc suite with Edge seat and
cover and 170 x 70cm Idealform
bath with bath screen; see p70
for the complete Create
bathroom range
Moonshadow standard
connection shower kit; call
0800 614191 for a Trevi
showers brochure
Idyll Two mixer fittings
used throughout; see p170
for the complete range
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

The ultimate in fine-lined simplicity,
Edge is a modern classic which will look
good for years to come. It offers you
a wide range of basins to give you real
breadth of choice when designing your
bathroom and includes the Edge semipedestal basin, a stunning example of
designer style for an everyday bathroom.
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Create: Edge

Basins

1

Create: Edge 45cm
handrinse basins

2

1 60cm basin
with one or two tap
holes, see p70 for
pedestal options

Create furniture pedestal
unit in oak
Idyll Two basin mixers; see
p170 for the complete range

2 55cm basin
with one or two tap
holes, see p70 for
pedestal options

Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

3 45cm handrinse basin
with one tap hole, see
p70 for pedestal options

3

4 45cm vessel basin

4

5 56cm semi-countertop
basin with one or two
tap holes
6 50cm countertop
basin with one or two
tap holes

WCs
7 Close coupled wc suite
with Edge cistern, Edge
seat and cover

6

5

8 Wall mounted wc suite
with Edge seat and cover
9 Back-to-wall wc suite
with Edge seat and cover

Furniture
Create furniture
pedestal units in oak,
used opposite with
Edge handrinse basins,
see page 74 for the
complete Create furniture
bathroom range

8

7

9
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Create:Drift

Create: Drift 55cm semicountertop basin, back-towall wc suite with Drift seat
and cover and 170 x 70cm
Idealform shower bath with
over-bath shower enclosure;
see p70 for the complete
Create bathroom range
Create furniture 60cm
basin unit, 60cm wc unit,
mirror cabinet; see p74 for
the complete Create furniture
bathroom range
Moonshadow standard
connection shower kit; call
0800 614191 for a Trevi
showers brochure
Ceramix mixer fittings
used throughout; see p182
for the complete range
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

The gentle organic curves of Drift invoke
a tranquil mood of relaxation. If you want
a bathroom which feels like your own
private sanctuary, Drift will let you achieve
it. The beautifully contoured basin can
also solve the problem of small spaces.
Its ‘shape within a shape’ design means
it can be used from either the front or the
side, allowing you to place it close to a
wall without cramping your style.
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Create:Drift

Basins

1

2

1 56cm basin
right handed with no
or one tap hole, see p70
for pedestal options
2 56cm basin
left handed with no
or one tap hole see p70
for pedestal options
3 45cm handrinse basin
right handed with one
tap hole, see p70 for
pedestal options

4

3

4 45cm handrinse basin
left handed with one
tap hole, see p70 for
pedestal options
5 55cm semi-countertop
basin right handed with
one tap hole
6 55cm semi-countertop
basin left handed with
one tap hole

5

6

7 50cm countertop
basin right handed with
one tap hole
8 Vessel basin
left handed with one
tap hole

WCs
9 Close coupled wc suite
with Drift cistern, Drift
seat and cover

7

8

10 Wall mounted wc suite
with Drift seat and cover
11 Back-to-wall wc suite
with Drift seat and cover

10

9

11

Create: Drift vessel
basins, furniture vessel
drawer unit in walnut;
see p74 for the complete
Create furniture range
Silver wall mounted
basin mixers; see p162
for the complete range
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Create:Square

Create: Square 50cm
semi-countertop basin,
back-to-wall wc suite with
Square seat and cover and
160 x 105cm Idealform
offset corner bath with
Create bath screen; see
p70 for the complete
Create bathroom range
For more bath options see
p71 and p116-123

Create furniture 60cm
washbasin unit, 60cm
wc unit and 50cm mirror
cabinet; see p74 for the
complete Create furniture
bathroom range
Trevi Oposta includes
shower valve and
multi-function shower
kit L6958AA
Call 0800 614191 for a
Trevi showers brochure
Cone mixer fittings used
throughout; see p186 for
the complete range

The subtle geometric outline of Square
feels both timeless and contemporary.
Ideal for today‘s lifestyle, the basin has
a generous capacity within a compact
form and features a useful deck space for
soap and toiletries. If you‘re after a smart,
simple look, Square will make a quiet
statement in any type of bathroom.
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Create:Square

Basins

Create: Square 40cm
handrinse basin, wall
mounted wc suite, furniture
pedestal unit; see p74 for
the complete Create furniture
bathroom range

1

1 50cm basin/
countertop basin
with one tap hole, see
p70 for pedestal options
2 40cm handrinse basin/
countertop basin with
one tap hole, see p70 for
pedestal options

Cone basin mixer; see
p186 for the complete range

3 50cm semi-countertop
basin with one tap hole

Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

2

WCs
4 Close coupled wc suite
with Square cistern,
Square seat and cover
5 Back-to-wall wc suite
with Square seat and cover

3

6 Wall mounted wc suite
with Square seat and cover

4

5

6
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Create

Basins

Baths

Edge

Edge

Edge

Edge

Edge

60cm basin
w650 x d485mm
h815mm (floor to rim)

55cm basin
w550 x d450mm
h805mm (floor to rim)

45cm handrinse basin
w450 x d365mm

56cm semi-countertop basin
w560 x d450mm

50cm countertop basin
w500 x d435mm

Edge

Drift

Drift

Drift

Drift

42cm vessel basin
w420 x d420mm
h185mm

56cm basin
right handed
w560 x d460mm
h815mm (floor to rim)

56cm basin
left handed
w560 x d460mm
h815mm (floor to rim)

45cm handrinse basin
right handed
w450 x d385mm

45cm handrinse basin
left handed
w450 x d385mm

Drift

Drift

Drift

Drift

Square

55cm semi-countertop basin
right handed
w550 x d460mm

55cm semi-countertop basin
left handed
w550 x d460mm

50cm countertop basin
w500 x d435mm

vessel basin
w440 x d365mm
h170mm

50cm basin/
countertop basin
w500 x d455mm
h795mm (floor to rim)

Left handed

Right handed

Create

Create

170cm Idealcast shower bath
left handed
1700 x 700mm (850mm at widest point)
height – floor to rim 540mm
bath screen/ over-bath enclosure height – 1500mm

170cm Idealcast shower bath
right handed
1700 x 700mm (850mm at widest point)
height – floor to rim 540mm
bath screen/ over-bath enclosure height – 1500mm

Create

Create

170 x 75cm Idealform bath
1700 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 540mm
bath screen/over-bath enclosure height – 1500mm

170 x 70cm Idealform bath
1700 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 540mm
bath screen/over-bath enclosure height – 1500mm

Left handed

Square

Square

40cm handrinse basin/
countertop basin
w400 x d365mm

50cm semi-countertop basin
w500 x d455mm

Right handed

WC suites

Edge

Drift

Square

Create

Create

Create

close coupled wc suite
w360 x d650mm
h790mm

close coupled wc suite
w360 x d650mm
h790mm

close coupled wc suite
w360 x d650mm
h790mm

wall mounted wc suite
w360 x d540mm
h400mm (mounted)

back-to-wall wc suite
w360 x d500mm
h400mm

floor standing bidet
w360 x d600mm
h400mm

Scale 1:20

Create

Create

160cm Idealform offset corner bath
left handed
1600 x 1050mm
height – floor to rim 550mm
bath screen/over-bath enclosure height – 1500mm

160cm Idealform offset corner bath
right handed
1600 x 1050mm
height – floor to rim 550mm
bath screen/over-bath enclosure height – 1500mm

Scale 1:20
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Space
Space planning
The Space concept is not just about
innovative products – it’s about
inspiring you to look afresh at the
space you have. Space aims to get

Today, living space is the ultimate luxury. And it’s often in the bathroom
that space becomes a real issue. But with the Space range from Ideal
Standard you can plan better bathrooms to help your home run smoothly.

you thinking about how you can
reconfigure, convert or extend to
create more versatile bathrooms.
Throughout this section we’ve used
plans to illustrate how Space products
have been designed to make use of
every available inch to create better,
extra and new bathrooms.

Space 55cm short-projection
pedestal basin, close coupled wc suite
and 150cm shower bath (right handed)
with bath screen; see p90-97 for the
complete Space range

Designed by Robin Levien RDI, Space is a collection of innovative and
award-winning designs. Now you can make more of your home by
utilising spaces you didn’t even know you had. Whether you want to
adapt your family bathroom to help ease the morning gridlock, create
a downstairs cloakroom or add an en-suite to your master bedroom,
our state-of-the-art Space products will help you achieve it.
92:93

Family bathroom

For more bath options see p106-107
and p116-123

94:95

En-suite

Waterways CD basin mixer with Tipo
handles and bath filler; see p174 for the
complete range

96:97

Loft conversion

98:99

Cloakroom

100:101 Products
108:109 Space furniture
114:115 Technical
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Family bathroom

The plan below shows how the Space range can revive a small
bathroom so that it becomes stylish and easy to use, and
includes that vital extra storage. Originally there was no storage
in this small bathroom. The bath, basin and wc were squeezed
in without a thought and supply pipes were glaringly visible.
In the new design (left) the old configuration is kept but the
Space products fit the space better and ugly plumbing is
hidden inside the units. Space bathroom furniture provides
additional storage and runs the full length of the right
hand wall, maximising shelf area. The 150cm shower bath
doubles up as a full-size shower. The semi-countertop basin
is designed to fit into the compact 21cm projection of the
furniture. The wc seat is fitted at an angle of 45 degrees so
its closeness to the wall presents no problems.

Space
to breathe
The family bathroom is typically squeezed into the size
of a king-size bed! This means there isn’t much room to turn
around, never mind store anything. But Space products can
transform an ordinary bathroom into something special –
including somewhere to store all those bits and bobs. Space

1800

1710

Space 55cm semi-countertop
short-projection basin, backto-wall wc suite and 150cm
shower bath (left handed)
with bath screen; see
p100-107 for the complete
Space range

Old bathroom

For more bath options see
p106-107 and p116-123
Space furniture in shaker
white 45cm wc unit; 60cm
basin unit; 75cm bath unit;
45cm wall unit; granite
countertop; white plinth; see
p108 for the complete Space
furniture range
Ceramix basin mixer and
bath filler; see p182 for the
complete range

will help you to streamline your life as well as your bathroom.
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En-suite

Space corner products let you fit a stylish en-suite shower
room into a space no bigger than a corner bath.
There is room for a Space shower room in the majority
of master bedrooms.
The Space corner basin, wc and Joy quadrant shower
enclosure and tray (right) form three sides of a triangle
for a chic, practical shower room. The dimensions also
allow for fitted wardrobes to be built in on either side,
so your bedroom becomes truly elegant and functional.

1600

1600

Space
of your own

Space 56cm corner
pedestal basin and corner
close coupled wc suite; see
p100-107 for the complete
Space range

Bedroom layout

The Space range makes it easy to add the private

Cone basin mixer; see p186
for the complete range

luxury of an en-suite facility in many existing bedrooms.

Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

You don’t need a bedroom the size of Caesar’s Palace,

Simplicity 80cm quadrant
shower tray

just a little spare space and the right products. Even

Joy Quadrant 80cm
enclosure

the corner of your bedroom can become a comfortable

Trevi Oposta includes
shower valve and multifunction shower kit L6958AA

shower room. Now you can avoid the morning rush hour
in the main bathroom. And in the evening it’s just a

Call 0800 614191 for
a Trevi showers brochure

short step from bathroom to bed.
94
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Loft conversion

A loft conversion puts the last – and highest – space in
the house to good use, and the Space range turns it into
the height of luxury.
Headroom may be limited, but a small room under a
sloping roof (left) can accommodate a shower bath and
bath screen, a wall mounted wc and a short-projection
basin without difficulty. The wc is positioned underneath
the skylight to maximise headroom and the cistern and
waste pipes are cleverly hidden for a clean modern look.
This loft conversion contains a double bedroom with
an en-suite bathroom.

When it feels as if the house is about to burst at the seams,
you can always think about utilising loft space. Maybe your
teenager is longing for a private lair or you’d like to be able
to put guests up in comfort. Whatever your requirements,
it’s an ideal opportunity to add an extra bathroom to
ease the pressure in other parts of the house – so you can

1800

Space
to grow

Space 58cm shortprojection pedestal basin
and wall mounted wc suite;
see p100-107 for the
complete Space range
Studio 170cm shower bath
(right handed) with bath screen
1700

Loft en-suite bathroom

Waterways CD swivel
spout basin mixer with Tipo
handles; see p174 for
the complete range
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range
Trevi Compact (CTV)
built-in shower includes
shower valve and Elipse
multi-function shower kit
Trevi 45 twin impeller shower
pump call 0800 614191 for
a Trevi Showers brochure

extend your options as well as your living area.
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Cloakroom

It may once have been the broom cupboard, but in the
space beneath the stairs there is an opportunity to gain
a ground-floor cloakroom.
The elevation (below) shows how the Space wall mounted wc
can be installed to create a clean and tidy cloakroom where
the cistern is hidden behind a wall.
It’s a tight fit, but the micro basin (right) occupies a
minimum of space and the double doors of the cloakroom
open outwards for easy access and cleaning.

780

1200

Hidden

space

Most families would benefit from a downstairs
cloakroom for visitors or dealing with kids. But sacrificing
living space is usually unthinkable and an extension may
not be an option. By using Space products, though, it’s
possible to fit a small, practical cloakroom under the stairs.
Now you can open up tucked-away parts of the house that

Staircase elevation

Space 40cm micro basin
and wall mounted wc
suite; see p100-107 for the
complete Space range
Waterways CD basin pillar
taps with Tipo handles; see
p174 for the complete range
Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for the
complete range

only used to be good for games of hide-and-seek.
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Spacesolutions
Space has been designed with your needs in mind.
It gives you all the options to plan better bathrooms and

Space Close coupled wc

Space Back-to-wall wc

Space Corner wc

Room to manoeuvre

Fully fitted with extra shelf space

Making sense of corners

In the small family bathroom below, the close coupled

The back-to-wall wc can be installed against a wall or

When you’re using Space products, it’s easy to find enough

wc proves a real space saver. The shorter projection of

ducting. It can also be fitted to a slim wc unit from the

room for an en-suite shower by sectioning off one side of a

the wc leaves a larger area in the middle of the room to

Space bathroom furniture range which contains the cistern

bedroom. In this plan the corner wc fits in tidily beside a micro

turn around and use all the facilities with ease. The seat

and introduces useful shelf space above it. To allow closer

basin to allow enough space for a full-size shower with a

is angled at 45 degrees so that the wc can be positioned

proximity to the wall with a 45cm wc unit, the seat is

bi-fold shower door. The seat is angled to allow for legroom.

closer to the wall and you will avoid burning your leg

angled at 45 degrees.

800

on the towel warmer.
1700

1710

add the extra facilities you need. With a Space micro basin
and close coupled wc, for example, you can install a fully

world it makes sense to have a separate shower as well
as a bath, if you don’t have room, the Space offset corner
shower bath provides the next best thing.
Plan measurements are shown in millimetres. Dimensions on plan drawings are given for guidance only and are not to a specific scale.

1800

of every available nook and cranny. And, whilst in an ideal

1800

corner and short-projection products help you make use

Space 58cm shortprojection basin, close
coupled wc suite and
170cm shower bath (right
handed) with bath screen

Space 55cm semicountertop short- projection
basin, back-to-wall wc suite
and 150cm shower bath
(left handed) with bath
screen
Space furniture
45cm wc unit; 60cm basin
unit; 75cm bath unit

2100

functional cloakroom almost anywhere. Our versatile

Space 40cm micro
basin and corner close
coupled wc suite
Simplicity 80cm
shower tray
Joy infold shower enclosure
Call 0800 590311 for an
Ideal Standard Showers
Studio Collection brochure
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Space Wall mounted wc

Space Short-projection basin

Space Offset corner basin

Space Corner basin

Creating the illusion of space

A full-size basin for tight spaces

Fitting up against the wall

Using precious corners

Installing a wall mounted wc in a small bathroom will create the

The short-projection basin allows for a full-size basin in

A neat solution to tricky corners, the offset corner basin fits

The corner basin is another practical option for making

illusion of space by leaving more of the floor and wall visible.

even the smallest of spaces. In the shower room below,

in snugly against the wall so there’s no awkward gap that’s

use of awkward angles. In this triangular en-suite shower

It’s also easy to keep clean, making it ideal for wet rooms as

it leaves enough room to access all the facilities easily.

hard to clean. In the small family bathroom below, you can

room it is combined with other corner products to create

well as small bathrooms. Like the back-to-wall wc, the cistern is

The basin is teamed with a Waterways swivel spout basin

see how it makes the most of the space by not leaving a

a convenient, compact facility. No space is wasted which

concealed behind a wall or inside a fitted unit. In the plan below,

mixer so you can push the spout to one side if you want

‘dead’ area in the corner of the room. The basin is available

means the shower room will fit neatly into the corner

a wall mounted wc and a corner basin form part of an en-suite

to wash your hair.

in a left or right handed version and a pedestal or semi-

of a bedroom.

wet room where the cistern is hidden in a wardrobe.

pedestal option.
1000

1200

1500

Space 56cm corner basin
and wall mounted wc suite

Call 0800 614191
for an Ideal Standard
Showers International
Collection brochure

1600

Calista alcove 80cm
shower tray and enclosure

2600

2200

1200

Space 58cm shortprojection basin and close
coupled wc suite

1600

Space 56cm offset
corner basin (right handed,
close coupled wc suite
and 150cm shower
bath (right handed) with
bath screen

Space 56cm corner
basin, corner close
coupled wc suite and
corner shower tray
Joy in-fold shower
enclosure
Call 0800 590311
for an Ideal Standard
Showers Studio
Collection brochure
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Space Narrow basin

Space Semi-countertop
short-projection basin

Space Micro basin

Space Shower bath

Making elbow room

Designed for the slimmest fitted units

A small but perfectly formed handrinse

A solution for all the family

In many small bathrooms, such as the one below, the basin

This generous washbasin is designed to fit into the slim

When you need to squeeze a cloakroom into the smallest

The shower bath combines a roomy showering area with a

often overlaps the bath and is too close to the wc because

21cm Space bathroom furniture range. In this plan it forms

of spaces the micro basin is a great solution. Combined

full-size bath to give you the best of both worlds. The bath

standard-sized products just take up too much room. With

part of a fitted bathroom which provides shelf space and

with a Space wc the short projection of the micro basin

screen folds inwards as well as outwards which makes it easier

a narrow basin you can avoid these problems. The basin

built-in storage. The basin is available with one tap hole in

allows you to create an extra facility that is so compact it

to use the bath when the shower is not in use. So children’s

is slimmer but longer than a standard one, so it provides the

a left or right handed position, or two tap holes.

can even be tucked away under the stairs. The basin has

bathtime need not be a struggle and a long soak is all the

two tap holes and is available with or without its shroud.

more relaxing. The bath is available in a left or right handed

same volume as a full-size basin but occupies less wall space.

version and in two sizes: 170cm or 150cm.
1800

1700

1700

1300

1910

1800

Space 55cm semicountertop shortprojection basin and
back-to-wall wc suite

Studio 170cm
Idealform spacemaker
bath (left handed)

Space furniture
45cm wc unit; 60cm basin
unit; 75cm bath unit

1800

Studio 170cm Idealform
shower bath (right
handed) with bath screen

750

Space 44cm narrow
basin and close coupled
wc suite

Space 40cm micro basin
and close coupled wc suite

Space 58cm shortprojection basin, close
coupled wc suite and
170cm shower bath (right
handed) with bathscreen
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Space 120 bath

Studio Spacemaker bath

Studio Shower bath

Space Shower tray

When a bath is a necessity

Making the space you need

A shower bath for smaller spaces

Working all the angles

If your bathroom is too small for a full-size bath but you

The cleverly curved spacemaker bath has the width of a

The Studio shower bath widens out at the ‘foot’ end

When space is at an absolute minimum and a shower

need a bathing facility – perhaps for small children –

standard bath at the ‘head’ end – allowing plenty of space for

beneath the shower, so it’s great for bathing and showering

facility seems out of the question, this compact corner

a 120cm bath is a good option. Small but perfectly formed,

bathing – but is tapered towards the ‘foot’ end to leave room

in comfort. Its shower screen features Ideal Standard’s

shower with in-fold doors can be the perfect solution.

it can be combined with a shower screen to create a fully

for a basin, wc or towel warmer beside it. The plan below shows

innovative deflector seal which directs water into the

In the plan below, the shower fits neatly into a corner

functional bathroom.

how the bath curves away from the basin so that the basin

bath and prevents it from splashing out. The screen opens

and its triangular shape creates just enough room

doesn’t overhang the bath and is easier to clean around. The

inwards and outwards for easy access and cleaning.

to manoeuvre.

spacemaker bath is available in a left or right handed version.
1700

1200

1700

2100

1750

1800

2000

Space 58cm shortprojection basin, close
coupled wc suite and
120cm Idealform bath
with bath screen

1200

Space 44cm narrow basin
and close coupled wc suite

Space 58cm shortprojection basin and corner
close coupled wc suite

Studio 170cm
Idealform spacemaker bath
(right handed)

Studio 170cm Idealform
shower bath (right handed)
with bath screen

Space 58cm shortprojection basin, close
coupled wc suite and
pentagon shower tray
Joy in-fold shower
enclosure
Call 0800 590311 for an
Ideal Standard Showers
Studio Collection brochure
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Space Bathroom furniture
With a unique projection of 21cm, Space bathroom
units can be fitted in almost any bathroom, opening

Space 55cm semi-countertop
basin, back-to-wall wc suite
Space Furniture 60cm
basin unit and 30cm base
unit; 60cm wall unit above
60cm wc unit unit in oak
Ceramix basin mixer; see
p182 for the complete range

up small spaces to a whole new world of high-quality
design. Whether you are planning a new bathroom or

Space
that works
		 Furniture

modernising an existing one, Space furniture can make
a real difference: storage problems are solved and
unsightly plumbing is completely concealed. The end
result is clean, modern and stylish.

1

2

3

		While Space units are
designed so that they can
be installed in a continuous
run, they may, if preferred,
be fitted as separate items
of furniture, for example
as a vanity or wc unit.
Some unit combinations
are shown right
1	45cm wall unit above
45cm wc unit
2	60cm wall unit above
60cm wc unit
3	Two 45cm wall units
above 60cm wc unit
and 30cm base unit
Doors can be hung to
open left or right
4	60cm right handed
basin unit, 75cm bath
unit and bath panels
The basin unit is available
with centre-opening doors
for use where access is
not restricted. For other
installations – such as where
there is an overlapping bath
panel – left and right handed
options are available.

5

4

5	60cm basin unit
6	60cm basin unit with
30cm base unit
7	60cm basin unit and
two 30cm base units,
wall mounted with
no plinth

6

7

		Each unit can be fitted
clear of the floor, without
a plinth, if a plinth is not
needed to conceal plumbing.
Installation is straightforward
because the units are
supplied fully assembled.
108
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Thinking about

space

Space bathroom furniture Designed to help you
plan a better bathroom with the extra facilities you need.
Innovative and versatile, Space bathroom furniture can
help you make use of every nook and cranny and with all
that vital extra storage that every busy household needs,
creates a bathroom that feels spacious and stylish.
Dual flush
Because you don’t always need a full flush, Ideal Standard
has developed dual flush cisterns (below). The flush
plate has two buttons and sits neatly on the countertop.
The small button delivers four litres, the large button
delivers six litres. Four out of five times the short flush will
be used saving up to nine litres of water per flush.
Bath panels
Bath panels complete the fitted look. Matching
front and end panels are available in each of
our six finishes: maple, gloss white, shaker maple,
shaker white, oak (shown beow) and walnut.

Clever storage
Glass-shelved wall units afford generous storage for
toiletries and medicines. Doors need to have clearance
for opening. Do not position wall units above the semicountertop basin as there will be insufficient headroom.

design
Made to measure
Scribing pieces are also available to
match the four door finishes. These
enable the furniture to be fitted wall-towall, neatly filling the available space.

+
+

An award-wining design
The Space wc has a seat that can be fitted in
three positions – facing forwards, or turned 45
degrees to left or right. The angled seat allows
the wc to be sited closer to a wall without
making it too much of a squeeze. This simple,
intelligent design was placed fifth in the BBC
Essential Top Fifty product awards and the entire
Space range was chosen as a Design Council
Millennium product.

innovation

A unique basin
The 55cm short-projection semicountertop basin sits uniquely into this
slender cabinet depth of 210mm but
still provides a generous family basin.

+

No more unsightly plumbing
Beneath the base units there is a duct space to contain
all plumbing. For aesthetic reasons the doors extend
below the floors of the units. This ingenious solution
gives proportions that look right while allowing
sufficient height to accommodate a run of gradually
falling soil pipe. Inside, the basin unit has a false back
to cover the plumbing supplies and waste pipe.

performance
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Planning your

Space 55cm semicountertop basin and
back-to-wall wc suite

space

Space bathroom furniture A choice of finishes, handles,

Handles

Space Furniture 60cm
basin unit with 30cm
base unit in walnut;
45cm wall unit above
60cm wc unit in walnut

There is a choice
of ten handles for your
bathroom furniture

Ceramix basin mixer;
see p182 for the
complete range

units and countertops allows you to custom-make the perfect

1	Dimpled handle
Matt Nickel

bathroom to suit your needs, taste and bathroom space.

2	Traditional
Bar handle
Chrome

Joy alcove pivot shower
enclosure; call 0800
590311 for an Ideal
Standard Showers Studio
Collection brochure
Moonshadow base
connection shower kit

3	Contemporary
Bar handle
Chrome

Trevi Ascari
shower valve; call
0800 614191 for a
Trevi showers brochure

4	Curved Bar handle
Matt Chrome
5	Wave Bar handle
Chrome
6	Arched handle
Brushed Stainless Steel
7	Ceramic knob
White

Countertops
Doors and panels
For doors and front panels, there
is a choice of maple, gloss white,
shaker maple, shaker white, oak or
walnut finishes. The cabinet frames
are available in white or maple.

Countertops come in granite, mahogany,
maple, walnut, gloss white and matt white
finishes. Countertops are available in the
following lengths: 180cm, 120cm and
60cm (projecting 21cm from the wall). They
can be cut to the required length on site.

Gloss White

Granite

Shaker White

Mahogany

Oak

White

Maple

Maple

Shaker Maple

Walnut

Walnut

8	Dimpled metal knob
Chrome
9	Cylinder knob
Brushed Stainless Steel
or Chrome

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Right handed

Space

Space

Space

Space

Space

Left handed
56cm offset corner basin
w560 x d410mm

Right handed
56cm offset corner basin
w560 x d410mm

55cm short-projection
semi-countertop basin
w550 x d370mm

58cm short-projection basin
w580 x d375mm

56cm corner basin
w565 x d560mm

Left handed

Space

Space

170cm Idealform or Idealform Plus+
right handed offset corner shower bath
1695 x 895mm
height – floor to rim 520-540mm
height – bath screen 1420mm

170cm Idealform or Idealform Plus+
left handed offset corner shower bath
1695 x 895mm
height – floor to rim 520-540mm
height – bath screen 1420mm

Furniture

WC suites

210mm

Space

Baths continued

Basins

500mm

Space

Space

40cm micro basin
w400 x d200mm

44cm narrow basin
w440 x d495mm

555mm

1050mm

Space

Space

Space

Space

Corner close coupled
wc suite
w385 x d730mm
seat position: conventional
or turned 45° left or right

Close coupled wc suite
w390 x d630mm

Back-to-wall wc suite
w385 x d495mm
seat position: conventional
or turned 45° left or right

Wall mounted wc suite
w385 x d495mm
seat position: conventional
or turned 45° left or right

Baths
Right handed

Space
Illustration to show projection into the room of furniture,
Space back-to-wall wc and basin

Space

Space

Space

180cm, 120cm, 60cm worktops (not shown)
(thickness 25mm) w1800 x d210mm, w1200 x d210mm, w600 x d210mm
cut to required length on site

Space

45cm wall unit
w450 x h800 x d210mm

60cm wall unit
w600 x h800 x d210mm

75cm bath unit
w750 x h800 x d210mm

Left handed

Space

Space

70cm bath end panel (not shown)
(also available in 75cm and 80cm)
w682 x h500mm

170cm bath side panel (not shown)
(also available in 150cm)
w1700 x h500mm

Space
120cm Idealform bath
1200 x 700mm
height – floor to rim 510-550mm

Studio
170 x 70cm Idealform spacemaker bath
left handed or right handed
See p65

Studio
170 x 70cm Idealform shower bath
left handed or right handed
See p65

Scale 1:20

Space
150cm Idealform offset corner
shower bath left handed
1495 x 895mm
height – floor to rim 520-540mm
height – bath screen 1420mm

Space
150cm Idealform offset corner
shower bath right handed
1495 x 895mm
height – floor to rim 520-540mm
height – bath screen 1420mm

Space
60cm basin unit (one door)
w600 x h800 x d210mm
shown with optional plinth (h150mm)
left and right hand options available

Scale 1:20

Space

Space

Space

Space

60cm basin unit (two door)
w600 x h800 x d210mm
shown with optional plinth (h150mm)

60cm wc unit
w600 x h800 x d210mm

45cm wc unit
w450 x h800 x d210mm

30cm unit
w300 x h800 x d210mm
shown with optional plinth
(h150mm)
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Bathing and wellness
What could be more relaxing than sinking into a deep, steamy bath at the end
of the day? Many Ideal Standard suites include a bath option, but also available
is a collection of individual sizes, shapes and styles to meet your needs.
All baths are designed and made to the highest standards with our 25 year guarantee
for total peace of mind. Our powerful whirlpool and shower systems complete the
collection, adding an element of luxury and invigoration to your bathroom experience.

118:119 Bathing
124:125 Whirlpool baths
126:127 Showers
132:133 Technical
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Bathing

1

All baths are designed and made to the
highest standards with our 25 year
guarantee for total peace of mind.
There are baths in: Idealcast, a material as
strong as iron but a fraction of the weight;
Idealform, a high quality acrylic sheet
which is warm to the touch; and Idealform
plus+, which has the added benefit of
exceptional strength and rigidity.

+

Idealcast baths
The strength of cast iron with half the weight –
Idealcast is a composite of resins and minerals,
which is cast onto the reverse of a vacuum
formed acrylic shell. This creates a very rigid
product, comparable with the solid feel most
people associate with cast iron, surpassing
British Standard requirements for baths.

innovation

		 Idealcast baths
1	Caspian 70 bath
Idealcast bath, 170 x 70cm,
with optional matching
Uniline bath panels,
available without armrests
		Caspian 80 bath
Idealcast bath, 170 x 80cm,
with optional matching
Uniline bath panels

	Other Idealcast
baths available
		 W
 hite bath
Idealcast bath, 170 x 80cm,
with optional matching
bath panels, see page 18
		 K
 yomi Oval bath
Idealcast bath, 174 x 88cm,
with optional matching
bath panel, semi-recessed,
see page 24
		 C
 reate Shower bath
Idealcast shower bath,
with optional matching
bath panels and screen,
see page 70
2	Roll top bath
Idealcast bath, 170 x 80cm,
will be delivered with
an external matt finish
for you to decorate
to complement your
bathroom design scheme,
see page 152

Caspian 170 x 70cm
Idealcast bath, shown left
Melange mixer fittings used
throughout; see p178-181
for the complete range
118
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Relax
and unwind
Idealform baths All baths are designed and made
to the highest standards. Idealform baths are moulded from
a high quality acrylic sheet which is warm to the touch and
provides exceptional insulation ensuring the water retains
its heat for a longer more relaxing bath.
Idealform plus+ baths All the benefits of Idealform and
more, taking bathing to a new level of luxury. Multiple layers
combine to create exceptional strength and rigidity. Luxuriously
glossy and smooth to the touch, the stain-resistant surface
is also wonderfully easy to clean and resistant to wear and tear.
Thanks to a solid core, your Idealform Plus+ bath is resistant
to creaking and movement.
Each bath comes with our 25 year guarantee.
1

		Washpoint Duo bath
Idealform baths
Idealform bath,
1	Linda 180 bath
170 x 75cm, see page 34
Idealform bath, 180 x 80cm
		
Create Corner bath
with optional matching
Idealform offset corner
Uniline bath panels
shower bath, left or right
handed versions available,
		 Other Idealform
see page 71

baths available

		 A
 lto 170 Shower bath
Idealform offset corner
shower bath, left or right
handed versions available,
see page 48

Create Edge 56cm semipedestal basin
Melange mixer fittings used
throughout; see p178-181 for
the complete range

		Create 170 bath
Idealform bath, available
in two sizes, 170 x 70cm
and 170 x 75cm,
see page 71

		
		 A
 lto 170 bath
Idealform bath, available in
two sizes, 170 x 70cm and
170 x 75cm, see page 48 		
		 P
 urity 170 bath
Idealform bath,
170 x 70cm, see page 28

Lido Idealform Plus+ 140cm
corner bath, with matching
bath panel

S pace 120 bath
Idealform bath,
120 x 70cm, see page 106
S pace 150 Shower bath
Idealform offset corner
shower bath, left or right
handed versions available
see page 105

		 S tudio 170 bath
		Space 170 Shower bath
Idealform bath, available in
Idealform offset corner
three sizes, 170 x 75cm,
shower bath, available in
170 x 70cm and 150 x
two sizes, 170 x 70cm and
70cm, see page 42
170 x 75cm, see page 105
		 Studio Spacemaker
		 Plaza 170 bath
bath Idealform bath,
Idealform bath,
170 x 70cm, left or right
170 x 70cm, see page 138
handed versions available,
		
Harrow 170 bath
see page 42
Idealform bath,
		 Studio Shower bath
170 x 70cm, see page 153
Idealform shower bath,
		
Ascot 170 bath
170 x 75cm, left or right
Idealform bath,
handed versions available,
170 x 75cm, see page 153
see page 42
		Jasper Morrison 170
bath Idealform bath,
available in two sizes,
170 x 70cm and 170 x
75cm, see page 6

Idealform Plus+
		 baths
2	Lido Corner bath
Idealform Plus+ corner
bath, 140 x 140cm,
with optional matching
bath panel

		 J asper Morrison 180
bath Idealform bath,
180 x 85cm, left or right
handed versions available, 		For more Idealform Plus+
see page 6
bath options see p122
		 Washpoint 170 bath
Idealform bath, available
in two sizes, 170 x 70cm
and 170 x 75cm,
see page 34

2
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1

Lido Arc 170 x 80cm
Idealform Plus+ double
ended bath, with optional
matching bath panel

2

Melange bath filler; see p178181 for the complete range

Luxury
bathing
		Idealform Plus+

baths

1 L ido Arc bath
Idealform Plus+ double
ended bath, 170 x 80cm,
with optional matching
bath panels
2 L ido 180 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
180 x 80cm, with optional
matching bath panels
3 L exington 180 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
180 x 80cm, with optional
matching bath panels
4 A
 dmiral bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
167 x 69cm, with optional
matching bath panels
and hand grips
5 M
 arina 170 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
170 x 70cm, with optional
matching bath panels
and hand grips
6 M
 arina 180 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
180 x 70cm, with optional
matching bath panels
and hand grips

3
4

Other Idealform
Plus+ baths
available
 reate Corner bath
C
Idealform Plus+ offset
corner bath, 160 x 105cm,
left or right handed
versions available,
see page 71
Harrow 150 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
150 x 70cm, available
with and without grips,
see page 153

5

6

Harrow 170 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
170 x 70cm, available
with and without grips,
see page 153
Space150 Shower bath
Idealform Plus+ shower
bath, 150 x 90cm, left
or right handed versions
available, see page 105
Space 170 Shower bath
Idealform Plus+ shower
bath, 170 x 90cm, left
or right handed versions
available, see page 105
Washpoint 170 bath
Idealform Plus+ bath,
170 x 75cm, see page 34
122
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Whirlpool baths

1
Create 160 x 105cm Idealform
offset corner Twin Plus whirlpool
bath, left handed, with matching
bath panel

Our whirlpool baths have been designed with powerful jets
of warm water that soothe and caress tired muscles and joints,
restoring the body through gentle massage. Each whirlpool

Cone bath filler; see p186 for
the complete range

system – Twin Plus or Basic has a different style of jet with its
own distinctive features, providing an invigorating experience.
A separate Whirlpools Collection brochure is available, call
0800 590311 for a free copy.

1 Velox 170 bath
Idealform bath,
170 x 70cm, with front
and end bath panels and
Basic whirlpool system
Basic whirlpool system
Our Basic system offers a touch of luxury that everybody
can afford. Easy to use, thanks to its digital starter and
level sensor, its jets have adjustable volume and
direction. The perfect partner to our Velox bath (below),
it is an ideal introduction to a new way of bathing.

Other whirlpool
baths available
Alto 170 bath
Idealform bath, 170 x 70cm,
with matching bath panels
and Twin Plus whirlpool
system, see page 48
Create Corner bath
Idealform offset corner bath,
160 x 105cm, available as
a left hand or right handed
version, with matching
bath panel and screen and
Twin Plus whirlpool system,
see page 71
Create 170 bath
Idealform bath, 170 x 75cm,
available as a left hand or
right hand version, with
matching Unilux bath panels,
and Twin Plus whirlpool
system, see page 71

+

Twin Plus whirlpool system
A minimalist innovative design for extra
comfort and easy cleaning, that includes
multiple whirlpool jets that release streams
of high pressure to revitalise you

innovation
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Showers
Serenis
A range of beautifully constructed
and stunning shower enclosures
(far right), Serenis combines glass
and metal into a sculptural form.
Matched with a water delivery
system that is truly innovative,
Serenis redefines the look, quality
and experience of a shower. For
details on these and other shower
enclosures call 0800 590311
for an Ideal Standard Showers
International Collection brochure.

A shower should be an invigorating experience
combining the perfect flow of water and temperature.
Our showers combine eye-catching design, precision
engineering and innovation to ensure the perfect
shower experience over and over again.
Wet rooms Serenis echos the simple pleasure and
sensuality of showering with its stunning enclosures.
Frameless Modern and minimalist, frameless enclosures
add a touch of luxury and class to the bathroom.
Framed High quality robust enclosures – Joy and
Connect framed showers combine style and practicality.

+

Water delivery system
The Serenis water delivery system uses Ideal
Standard’s innovative ‘in-line valve’ technology.
Water is piped through the central column of
the enclosure and then delivered through the
fixed overhead shower spray or through the
hand spray. You choose.

innovation

Bliss
Light, elegant and spacious,
the Bliss range of enclosures
combines styling with careful
thought through functionality.
The curved glass doors
of the Bliss Quadrant (right)
give a strikingly contemporary
appearance that will enhance
the look of any bathroom.
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Redefining
showers
Our shower enclosures and trays are available in a wide range
of styles and sizes to complement any bathroom layout. New
ideas and thoughtful features run right across the range and all
our enclosures meet or exceed European standards. For details
on these and other framed shower enclosures call 0800 590311
for an Ideal Standard Showers Studio Collection brochure

Joy
Available in a wide range of sizes, all in silver finish,
Joy’s clean styling will complement any bathroom.
The uncompromising engineering is reflected in the ten
year guarantee for the enclosure.

Connect
Connect (main image) is a range of beautifully
constructed shower enclosures that redefine the look,
quality and experience of a shower.

Simplicity shower trays
Simplicity is an elegant range of shower trays. Pure,
minimal shapes are available in a wide range of sizes
and options designed to make installation simplicity
itself. For more information on Simplicity trays please
call 0800 590311 for an Ideal Standard Showers
International Collection brochure.

+

Idealite
Simplicity shower trays are sculpted from
Idealite, an innovative new material
developed by Ideal Standard. Idealite creates
a shower tray which is both remarkably light
and surprisingly strong.

innovation
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Complete
shower experience
Ideal Standard’s Trevi offers a five year guarantee on an extensive range of shower
valves, shower kits and accessories and with Trevi technology you get total reliability
and quality for a great shower, every time. So choose from their extensive range
of shower valves, shower kits and accessories, and then just add water. For more
information on Trevi Showers please call 0800 614191 for a Trevi Showers brochure.

Trevi Moonshadow
Designed by Robin Levien RDI, Moonshadow
is a collection of six carefully considered and
beautifully crafted showers with uniquely
shaped shower heads, long brass slide rail
bars, chrome fittings, integrated soap dishes
and concealed fixings.
Trevi TT
The beautifully clean and contemporary lines
of the TT Shower Collection mirror the meticulous
technology at the heart of their design. The
temperature handle delivers precise thermostatic
control, for total safety.

innovation

+

+

Trevi Logical
Wireless Digital Thermostatic Shower
The Trevi Logical gives you instant remote control over
your shower from up to ten metres away. Its features
include: automatic shutdown after 15 minutes if
the shower is left running; the perfect temperature
shower, every single time, with no more cold surprises;
consistent temperature maintained by use of a
thermostatic element, even if a toilet is flushed during
showering. Ideal for children and people on the move.
Trevi Logical gives you safe control at the touch of a
button. It’s digital, it’s practical, it’s Trevi logical.

performance
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Bathing and wellness
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Caspian

Classic
Ideal Standard’s own heritage extends back more than a
century. These classic designs are the products of experience,
coupling period detail with technical expertise.
So whether you have a traditional home or a modern
apartment, with its traditional origins, this classic collection
will help add style and opulence.

135:136 Plaza
140:141 Charlotte
144:145 Revue
148:149 Reflections
152:153 Classic baths
154:155 Technical
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Plaza

Plaza 58cm pedestal basins,
170 x 70cm Idealform bath;
see p152 for more classic baths
Plaza fittings used throughout;
see p194 for the complete range

Designed by Dave Tilbury of Studio
Levien, Plaza is influenced by the
new modernism of the 1930s with its
semi-octagonal lines and mouldings.
Flexible enough to be used in
traditional or modern settings.

Design by
Dave Tilbury is a senior designer
at Studio Levien and has worked
very closely with Robin Levien for the
past 23 years. He studied Production
Engineering followed by Ceramics
at Bristol Polytechnic, graduating
in 1985. His exceptional design,
modelling and computer skills have
contributed greatly to the success
of many Ideal Standard products.
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Plaza

Basins

Plaza close coupled wc suite,
floor standing bidet

1

1	58cm basin
with two tap holes

Plaza fittings used
throughout; see p194
for the complete range

2	45cm handrinse basin
with two tap holes

		 WCs and bidets
3	Close coupled wc suite
with a choice of black or
white seats
4	Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole,
shown right with Plaza
bidet mixer; see p194 for
the complete range
		 Baths

2

5	170 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
bath, with optional
matching Unilux bath
panels; See p152 for more
classic bath options

3

5

4

138
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Charlotte

Charlotte 63cm pedestal
basin, high level wc suite,
bidet; see p142 for the
complete Charlotte range
Roll top 170 x 80cm
Idealcast bath; see p152
for more baths
Kingston fittings used
throughout; see p196 for
the complete range

The Charlotte collection effortlessly
evokes the wealth and opulence
characterised by the Victorian period.
If the rich contrasts, generous curves
and bold motifs belong to another
century, the materials and techniques
which create them are thoroughly
contemporary. It’s this level of
craftsmanship, combined with a delicate
touch and delight in decoration, that
makes for timeless quality.

140
141

Charlotte

Basins
1	63cm basin
with one or two tap
holes. Shown right with
Kingston basin pillar
taps; see p188 for the
complete range

6

1

Charlotte 63cm pedestal basin
Charlotte close coupled wc
suite with mahogany effect
seat and cover
Harrow 170 x 70cm idealform
bath with mahogany effect
bath panels

2 4
 6cm cloakroom basin
with one or two tap holes

Kingston fittings used
throughout; see p196 for
the complete range

3	59cm countertop basin
with one or two tap holes

		 WC and bidets
4	Floor standing bidet
with one tap hole
5	Low level wc suite
with mahogany effect
seat and cover

2

6	Close coupled wc suite
with mahogany effect seat
and cover. Shown right
7	High level wc suite
with mahogany effect
seat and cover
		 Baths
		Harrow 170 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
bath with mahogany effect
bath panels, shown right.
See p152 for more classic
bath options

3

7

4

5
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Revue

Revue 60cm pedestal basin,
close coupled wc suite
Traditional floor standing bidet
Roll top 170 x 80cm Idealcast
bath; see p152 for more baths
Kingston mixer fittings used
throughout; see p196 for the
complete range

Designed by Dave Tilbury of Studio
Levien, the generous proportions and
elegant lines of Revue are based on
traditional forms, with simple understated
mouldings that make it perfect for
bathrooms with character and style.

144
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Revue

		 Basins

1

Traditional 50cm
countertop basin

6

1	60cm basin
with one tap hole

Kingston fittings used
throughout; see p196
for the complete range

2	45cm cloakroom
pedestal basin available
with one or two tap holes
3	45cm handrinse basin
available with one or two
tap holes
4	56cm semi-countertop
basin available with one
or two tap holes
5	Traditional 50cm
countertop basin
with one tap hole.
Shown right with
Kingston basin mixer;
see p196 for the
complete range

2

7

		 WC and bidets
6	Close coupled wc suite
available with a choice
of seat: mahogany, pine,
maple, limed oak effects
or solid limed oak
7	Traditional back-towall wc suite available
with a choice of seat:
mahogany, pine, maple,
limed oak effects or solid
limed oak

8

8	Traditional floor
standing bidet
with one tap hole
3

4

5
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Reflections

Reflections 60cm pedestal
basin, close coupled wc suite
Harrow 170 x 70cm
Idealform bath; see p152
for more baths
Kingston fittings used
throughout; see p196 for
the complete range

Designed by Dave Tilbury of Studio Levien,
Reflections looks back to the turn of the
century with its decorative detailing. Today’s
interpretation is more restrained, making
it suited to today’s homes and lifestyles.
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Reflections

		 Basins

1

Reflections 56cm
semi-countertop basin

5

1	60cm basin
with two tap holes

Traditional back-to-wall
wc suite

2	45cm cloakroom
pedestal basin
with two tap holes

Harrow 170 x 70cm
Idealform bath; see p152
for more baths

3	45cm handrinse basin
with two tap holes

Kingston fittings used
throughout; see p196
for the complete range

4	56cm semi-countertop
basin available with one
or two tap holes. Shown
right with Kingston basin
mixer; see p196 for the
complete range

		 WC and bidets
5	Close coupled wc suite
available with a choice
of seat: mahogany, pine,
maple, limed oak effects
or solid limed oak

6
2

6	Low level wc suite
with flush pipe in
chromium plated or light
gold plated finish. With a
choice of seat: mahogany,
pine, maple, limed oak
effects or solid limed oak
7	Traditional back-towall wc suite available
with a choice of seat:
mahogany, pine, maple,
limed oak effects or solid
limed oak. Shown right.
8	Traditional floor
standing bidet
with one tap hole
3

4

7

8
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Baths

2

Ideal Standard offers a wide range
of traditional baths in Idealform and
Idealcast. Whether creating a freestanding
look bathroom with an Idealcast roll
top bath, or a more built-in look, there

3

Roll top 170 x 80cm
Idealcast bath
Kingston fittings used
throughout; see p196
for the complete range

4
2 A
 scot 170 bath
170 x 75cm
Idealform bath, with
optional handgrips
3	Harrow 170 bath
170 x 70cm Idealform
or Idealform Plus+ bath
with optional handgrips
4	Harrow 150 bath
150 x 70cm
Idealform Plus+ bath,
with optional handgrips

are designs and sizes to suit.

1

1 R
 oll top bath
170 x 80cm
Idealcast bath
		An Idealcast roll top
bath will be delivered
with an external matt
finish for you to decorate
to complement your
bathroom design scheme

152
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Classic

Basins

Charlotte
63cm basin
w625 x d490mm
height – floor to rim 800

Baths

Charlotte
46cm cloakroom basin
w460 x d380mm

Charlotte
59cm countertop basin
w590 x d425mm

Plaza

Plaza

58cm basin
w580 x d465mm
height – floor to rim 800

45cm basin
w450 x d360mm

Reflections
60cm basin
w605 x d470mm
height – floor to rim 790

Ascot
170 x 75cm Idealform bath
1695 x 745mm
height – floor to rim 545

Reflections

Reflections

Revue

Revue

Revue

56cm semi-countertop basin
w560 x d445mm

45cm cloakroom basin
45cm handrinse basin
w450 x d360mm
height – floor to rim 805

60cm basin
w600 x d475mm
height – floor to rim 800

56cm semi-countertop basin
w570 x d465mm

45cm cloakroom basin
45cm handrinse basin
w450 x d375mm
height – floor to rim 805

Traditional
50cm countertop basin
w490 x d420mm
suitable for use with revue
and reflections

WC suites

Harrow 150

Harrow 170
170 x 70cm Idealform bath or Idealform Plus+ bath
with optional grips,
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 545

Charlotte

Charlotte

Charlotte

Plaza

Reflections

close coupled wc suite
w505 x d695mm

low level wc suite
w505 x d710mm

high level wc suite
w455 x d675mm

close coupled wc suite
w395 x d670mm

close coupled wc suite
w500 x d700mm

150 x 70cm Idealform or
Idealform Plus+ bath
with optional grips,
1500 x 700mm
height – floor to rim 540-560

Reflections
low level wc suite
w500 x d730mm

Plaza
170 x 70cm Idealform bath
1695 x 695mm
height – floor to rim 545

Bidets

Revue

Traditional

close coupled wc suite
w520 x d700mm

back-to-wall wc suite
w360 x d510mm
suitable for use with Revue
and Reflections

Scale 1:20

Charlotte

Plaza

Traditional

floor standing bidet
w345 x d580mm

floor standing bidet
w360 x d555mm

floor standing bidet
w370 x d575mm

Roll top
Idealcast bath
1695 x 795mm
height – floor to rim 650

suitable for use with Revue
and Reflections

Scale 1:20
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Mixers and taps
Mixer and tap fittings are an important element in bathroom design.
This collection gives you a wide choice in fittings, ranging from contemporary
to traditional Victorian styles and a comprehensive choice of finishes.
Ideal Standard has used top designers from all over the world to design each
collection with individuality and creativity. This attention to design married
with technological innovation ensures that Ideal Standard taps and mixers
add the finishing touch to any bathroom.

160:161 Jasper Morrison

182:183 Ceramix

162:163 Silver

184:185 Tratto

164:165 Academy

186:187 Cone

166:167 Active

188:189 Ceraplan SL

170:171 Idyll Two

190:191 Ceraplan Disc

172:173 Waterways

192:193 Ceraplan Duo

174:175 Waterways CD

194:195 Plaza

176:177 Domi Solo

196:197 Kingston

178:179 Melange

198:199 Technical
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Technological

innovation

Mixers and Taps Ideal Standard leads the way through technological

Fig. 1 Full arc of lever

innovation to ensure fittings are easy to install and maintain, even in hard

Fig. 2 Comfort zone

Fig. 3 Hot

Fig. 4 Cold

water or low pressure areas. Many of the great engineering advances in tap
manufacture were originated by Ideal Standard. These include ceramic disc
technology, which controls water flow and temperature with impeccable
precision, single lever operations which offer smooth, temperature-controlled
water, dual controls for mixer bodies, and quarter turn operations for taps.

innovation

100%

50%

clic

k

+

1 CLICK technology
The single lever basin mixer and bidet mixer
incorporate a CLICK feature that encourages
water saving – the user lifts the handle until they
feel a slight resistance. This resistance informs the
user that the fitting is delivering only 50% of its
maximum flow potential. Lifting the handle
further enables the fitting to deliver maximum
flow. CLICK technology is available on Idyll Two,
Ceramix, Ceraplan and Melange.

Thermostatic control
The Cool Body innovation ensures the fitting
remains safe to touch, whilst Thermostatic control
ensures that water temperature is maintained
for total comfort and safety. This means you and
your children are safe regardless of any changes
in water usage elsewhere in the home.
Available on Melange and Active.
2 Temperature limit stop
The Temperature Limit Stop can be pre-set in
any of four positions to provide extra safety.
The safety stop feature on all single lever models
limits the mixer delivering water in a fully opened
hot position.

4 Brass fittings
Cast brass body fully compliant
with European standards.

design

0%

1

2

Temperature limit stop

3

4

5

6

+

3 Ceramic Disc technology
The multi-port cartridge brings a unique
feature for easy temperature control.
A single lever controls the pressure and
temperature within a unique comfort zone,
between 30-45°C. This gives more sensitive
control and provides smooth effortless
handle operation even at high pressures.
See fig.1-4 above right.

innovation

+

5 Easy maintenance
Removable outlet nozzle
for easy maintenance
or upgrade .

Idealfill
A new concept in bath filling, Idealfill fittings may
be mounted on or around the bath or on the
wall, independently of the filler, without the need
for a conventional spout. The water comes from
the combined filler and overflow. This enables
you to turn the water on and off from a
convenient place without having to stretch
around a shower screen or alcove. Idealfill is a
low pressure product and will work with the
majority of domestic systems delivering 23 litres
of water per minute – faster than any other bath
filling system. Currently available in Cone or Silver.

+

6 Topfix installation
The Academy, Idyll Two, Ceramix, Ceraplan SL, Disc
& Duo and Active mixer ranges incorporate this new
system which has an innovative patented feature,
enabling the mixer to be fitted from above the basin.
This avoids the difficulty of tightening the fitting in the
awkward space beneath the basin, simplifying and
speeding up the installation time. The matching bidet
mixer is also available with the easy fit system.

performance
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Jasper Morrison

Designed by Jasper Morrison, the philosophy

Jasper Morrison single
lever basin mixer with
pop-up waste

1

behind this collection is to consider every

Jasper Morrison 50cm
semi-pedestal handrinse
basin; see p6 for the
complete Jasper Morrison
bathroom range

detail of your bathroom – including how you
use water. The range of mixers feature an
oval spout with a specially designed aerator
to deliver a water flow that is reminiscent

2
4

of a natural waterfall. Simple, clever design
that improves your daily experience.

1	Basin mixer
Single lever, without popup waste (also available
with pop-up waste)
2	Basin mixer
for vessel basins.
Single lever,
without pop-up waste

3

5

3	Bath filler
Single lever, rim mounted,
one tap hole
4	Shower mixer
Thermostatic, built-in TT
5	Fixed overhead
shower kit
High or low
pressure options

6

6	Flexible slide bar
shower kit
High or low
pressure options

Design by
Jasper Morrison is one of today’s
most influential industrial designers.
Born in London, he is renowned
for his aesthetically elegant, quietly
humorous style and has designed
everything from a tray-table to a tram
system. In the early 2000’s Morrison
set up a new studio in Paris and
proceeded to divide his working life
between there and London.

160
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Silver

Designed by David Chipperfield, Silver is a unique

1

2

collection of stunning chromium plated mixer

Silver wall mounted basin
mixer with 150mm spout
White 50cm Cube basin (wall
mounted); see p18 for the
complete White bathroom range

taps for baths, basins and kitchens (see separate
brochure; see back cover for details). The fittings
have been designed to complement the White
range but are equally suitable for use with other
ranges. Silver has a choice of single lever or dual

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

control mixer taps. All mixers incorporate Ideal
Standard’s unique ceramic disc technology.
1	Basin mixer
Single lever, with or
without pop-up waste
2	Basin mixer
Dual control, with or
without pop-up waste
3	Basin mixer for vessel
basin. Single lever,
without pop-up waste
4	Bath filler
Two tap holes,
deck mounted
5	Basin mixer
Wall mounted (150mm or
230mm spout available).
6	Bath filler
Wall mounted
7	Basin mixer
Three tap holes, deck
mounted, with or without
pop-up waste
8	Bath filler
Three tap holes,
deck mounted
9	Bidet mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste
10	Bidet mixer
Dual control,
with pop-up waste
11	Idealfill bath filler
Low pressure bath filler
and waste combination,
see page 158
12	Shower mixer
Thermostatic, built-in TT

Design by
David Chipperfield has established
himself as one of the world’s most
accomplished architects. His buildings
are characterised by their careful,
almost sculptural simplicity. The
extent of his designs range in style
from furniture commissions to urban
planning projects. Many of these
projects have been widely published
and exhibited.
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Academy

Designed by Seymour Powell, Academy

Academy
basin mixer with
pop-up waste

1

is inspired by powerful architectural forms.

Kyomi 59cm semicountertop basin;
see p24 for the
complete Kyomi
bathroom range

The distinctive cone handle is integrated
into the whole, making the spout the
visual focus. The design of Academy is
an exercise in controlling both surface and

2

line to create geometrically constructed
forms with natural flowing lines.
1	Basin mixer
with pop-up waste.

3

2	Bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
3	Bath filler
Two tap holes
4	Bath filler
One tap hole
5	Bath/shower mixer
One tap hole

4

6	Bath/shower mixer
Two tap holes

5

6

Design by
Seymour Powell Richard Seymour
and Dick Powell formed Seymour Powell
in 1984. Seymour Powell is the company
behind break-through design concepts
such as the cordless kettle and ENV, the
world’s first hydrogen fuel cell motorcycle.
Seymour Powell works at the cutting edge
of industrial design across a huge range
of sectors covering everything from bras
to cars and trains to planes for clients
including Tefal, Unilever, Nokia and Honda.
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Active

Designed by Artefakt, Active offers a wide

1

Active single lever basin mixer
with pop-up waste

2

choice of innovative fittings that combine

Create: Square 50cm semipedestal basin; see p86 for
the complete Create: Square
bathroom range

a distinctive design and high performance
features to guarantee quality, comfort
and ease of use.

3

4

Sleek straight lines are complemented by soft
gentle contours to create a contemporary look.
Multi-port cartridge technology, the Top Fix
system and a host of other features ensure
that all Active fittings provide consistent water

5

pressure and are easy to install. The ‘cool body’
feature on thermostatic fittings provide safe
use especially to vulnerable users.
1 B
 asin mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste
2 B
 asin pillar taps
Bath pillar taps available

6

3 B
 idet mixer
Single lever
4 B
 ath filler
Single lever, one tap hole
5 B
 ath/shower mixer
Single lever, one tap hole
6 B
 ath filler
Thermostatic, rim mounted,
two tap holes

7

7	Bath/shower mixer
Thermostatic, rim mounted,
two tap holes
8 S hower mixer
Thermostatic, built-in TT
9	Shower mixer
Thermostatic, exposed

8

9

+

Ceramic Disc technology
The multi-port cartridge brings a unique
feature for easy temperature control.
A single lever controls the pressure and
temperature within a unique comfort zone,
between 30-45°C. This gives more sensitive
control and provides smooth effortless
handle operation even at high pressures.
See fig.1-4 p159.

innovation
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Active

Active single lever basin mixer
with pop-up waste and rim
mounted two tap hole bath
filler; see page 166 for the
complete range

No cold shocks, no scalding surprises.
With Active’s thermostatic valves ready
and waiting to deliver your shower

Create: Square 50cm semipedestal basin and 170 x 75cm
Idealform bath; see p86 for
the complete Create: Square
bathroom range and p71 for
more Create baths

consistently at just the right temperature,
you can start to unwind before you’ve
even turned on the tap. Our attention
to technical innovation means your daily
pampering is nothing short of pure luxury.

design

+

Award-winning
Ideal Standard received the Product Design Award 2007 for
Active, designed by Artefakt. Achim Pohl and Thomas Fiegl
founded Artefakt industriekultur in 1989. In collaboration with
the international industry the ten man design team develops
product lines based on a philosophy of simplicity, sensuality
and constancy. This has been the basis for the success of their
multiple awarded product developments.

+

Twin Sealing system
The built-in mixer is simple and easy to install. A water-proof
foam seal within the faceplate sealing gasket compresses to
form a flexible seal over uneven surfaces. The second seal fits into
the tiling trim surrounding the valve in the wall providing an
additional seal against water penetration – the perfect choice
for uneven surfaces such as handcrafted tiles or mosaics.

performance

+

Cool Body technology
Cool body technology ensures the fitting remains safe
to touch, giving you added peace of mind.

innovation
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Idyll Two

A sleek and unified collection of modern

1

7

Idyll Two single lever basin mixer
Purity 60cm semi-pedestal basin;
see p28 for the complete Purity
bathroom range

mixers, Idyll Two uses single levers to control
both the temperature and water pressure
and incorporates ceramic disc technology.

1	Basin mixer
Single lever

2

8

2	Bidet mixer
Single lever
3 Bath filler
		 Single lever, one tap hole
4	Bath/shower mixer
Single lever, one tap hole
5	Shower mixer
Wall mounted,
for flexible hose*
6	Bath/shower mixer
Wall mounted, for flexible
hose shower kits*

3

7	Valve
Built-in manual,
for shower or bath filler
8	Bath/shower mixer
Built-in manual,
with diverter
		

4

		*Suitable for high
pressure installations only

5

6
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Waterways

Waterways is a sleek modern range of

1

2

contemporary mixers and taps with multiple

Studio 170 x 70cm
Idealform bath; see p42
for the complete Studio
bathroom range

tap handle options including Crystal, Quattro
and Studio, offering flexibility in bathroom
design. For Waterways CD see page 174.

Waterways bath/shower
mixer with Quattro handles
and top mounted hose

3

4

1	Basin mixer
Studio handles, with popup waste (twin flow basin
filler also available)
2	Basin mixer
Quattro handles,
with pop-up waste

5
6

3	Basin mixer
Crystal handles,
with pop-up waste
4	Basin mixer with swivel
spout. Studio handles,
with pop-up wast
5	Basin pillar taps
Studio handles
(bath pillar taps available)

7
8

6	Bidet mixer
Studio handles,
with pop-up waste
7	Bath filler
Studio handles, twin flow
8	Bath/shower mixer
Studio handles,
with top mounted hose

9

9	Bath filler
Studio handles,
one tap hole
10	Bath/shower mixer
Studio handles,
one tap hole
11	Bath/shower mixer
Studio handles,
two tap holes
10

11
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Waterways CD

1

The flowing Waterways design with its ceramic

Waterways CD basin mixer with
Axis handles

2

disc (CD) technology offers unsurpassed choice

Studio 56cm pedestal basin;
see p42 for the complete Studio
bathroom range

in bathroom co-ordination. The ceramic disc
cartridge mechanism turns the water from the
‘off’ position to fully ‘on’ in an ultra smooth

3

4

quarter turn. Ergonomic and compact, it has
an outstanding range of tap handle options
including Aero, Tipo and Axis, offering flexibility
in bathroom design. For Waterways with

5

conventional valves and other handle options

6

see pages 172 and 173.
1	Basin mixer
Aero handles,
with pop-up waste
(basin filler also available)

7

2	Basin mixer
Tipo handles,
with pop-up waste
3	Basin mixer
Axis handles, with
pop-up waste
4	Basin mixer with swivel
spout. Axis handles,
with pop-up waste

8

5	Basin pillar taps
Axis handles (bath pillar
taps also available)
6	Bidet mixer
Axis handles,
with pop-up waste
7	Bath filler
Axis handles, one tap hole

9
9

8	Bath filler
Axis handles, two tap holes
9	Bath/shower mixer
Axis handles, one tap hole
10	Bath/shower mixer
Axis handles, two tap holes

10
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Domi Solo

Designed by Robin Levien, RDI, Domi Solo

Domi Solo basin mixer
with pop-up waste

1

has a dynamically shaped single lever handle

Purity pedestal basin;
see p28 for the complete
Purity bathroom range

for water pressure and temperature control.
Domi Solo offers single hole basin and bath
fittings achieving outstanding versatility.
2
1	Basin mixer
with pop-up waste
2	Bath filler
One tap hole
3	Bath/shower mixer
One tap hole,
with retractable hose
4	Bath/shower mixer
One tap hole,
with rim mounted kit

3

5	Bidet mixer
with pop-up waste

4

5

Design by
Robin Levien RDI is one of Britain’s
most consistently successful product
designers of the last 25 years.
In 1999 Robin set up Studio Levien
with his wife Tricia Stainton to
design domestic products for leading
companies all over the world. He was
made non executive Design Director
of Ideal Standard in the UK in 2003.
176
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Melange

Designed by Artefakt, Melange’s beautifully

1

curved form adds elegance to your

Melange single lever basin
mixer with pop-up waste
Create: Drift 56cm lefthanded pedestal basin; see
p82 for the complete Create
Drift bathroom range

bathroom, whilst concealing a world of
advanced innovation, including thermostatic
control and Click technology. A large variety
of installation options are available to
suit your washing, bathing and showering

2

spaces, giving you the freedom to choose the
model that is perfect for you.
1	Basin mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste
2	Vessel basin mixer
Single lever
3	Basin mixer
Wall mounted
4	Basin mixer
Dual control,
three tap holes
5	Bidet mixer
Single lever

3

6	Bath filler
Single lever, one tap hole
7	Bath/shower mixer
Single lever, one tap hole,
with retractable hose
4

7

5

+

Design by
Self-cancelling diverter
With a self-cancelling diverter beneath the spout,
flow is easily changed from bath fill to rim mounted
retractable hand shower. A clever and functional
solution... with good looks to match.

performance

6

Artefakt Achim Pohl and Thomas
Fiegl founded Artefakt industriekultur
in 1989. In collaboration with the
international industry the ten man design
team develops product lines based on
a philosophy of simplicity, sensuality and
constancy. This has been the basis for
the success of their multiple awarded
product developments.
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Melange

Designed for long-lasting reliability and

2

durability, advanced research ensures precise

Melange single lever
bath filler
Create 170x70cm Idealform
bath; see p71 for the complete
Create bathroom range

performance for absolute enjoyment. Top-quality
materials and workmanship come together
to create a masterpiece of practicality for your
pleasure and peace of mind.

3

1	Bath filler
Thermostatic, rim mounted,
two tap holes
2	Bath/shower mixer
Four tap holes,
with retractable hose
3	Bath/shower mixer
Thermostatic, two tap holes
4	Bath/shower mixer
Thermostatic, exposed

4

5	Shower mixer
Thermostatic, exposed
6	Central shower mixer
Thermostatic, built-in
7	Shower mixer
Thermostatic, built-in

5

1
6

+

7
Thermostatic control
The Cool Body innovation ensures the fitting remains safe
to touch, whilst Thermostatic control ensures that water
temperature is maintained for total comfort and safety.
This means you and your children are safe regardless of
any changes in water usage elsewhere in the home.

innovation
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Ceramix

Ceramix is a completely new range of

1

2

bathroom fittings, beautifully styled and

Ceramix single lever basin
mixer with pop-up waste
Alto 60cm pedestal basin;
see p48 for the complete range

detailed, and incorporating innovative

Cone accessories used
throughout; see p54 for
the complete range

features. The single lever basin mixer and
bidet mixer incorporate a CLICK cartridge
that encourages water saving – the user lifts

3

4

the handle until they feel a slight resistance.
This resistance informs the user that the
fitting is delivering only 50% of its maximum
flow potential. Lifting the handle further
enables the fitting to deliver maximum flow.
All fittings work at low and high pressure

5

except wall mounted fittings which are high
pressure only.
1	Basin mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste

6

2	Bidet mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste
3	Shower mixer
Built-in
4	Shower mixer
with divertor
Built-in
5	Bath filler
Roll mounted
6	Bath/shower mixer
Wall mounted
7	Shower mixer
Wall mounted

7

8	Bath/shower mixer
Roll mounted,
with shower kit

8

+

Ceramic Disc technology
The multi-port cartridge brings a unique
feature for easy temperature control.
A single lever controls the pressure and
temperature within a unique comfort zone,
between 30-45°C. This gives more sensitive
control and provides smooth effortless
handle operation even at high pressures.
See fig.1-4 p159.

innovation
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Tratto

The single lever mixer is a practical, elegant

1

design that does away with the clutter of

Create: Edge 60cm basin;
see p78 for the complete
Edge bathroom range

separate taps. Streamlined and compact, Tratto

Create furniture pedestal
unit in oak; see p74 for the
complete Create furniture
bathroom range

incorporates the Ideal Standard ceramic disc
technology at an affordable price.

1	Basin mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste.

Tratto single lever basin
mixer with pop-up waste

2

2	Bidet mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste
3	Bath/shower mixer
Single lever, one tap hole
4	Bath filler
Single lever, one tap hole
3

4
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Cone

A new range of contemporary minimalist taps,

1

2

3

4

5

6

mixers and accessories designed by Robin

Cone Idealfill, low pressure
bath filler and waste
combination, see p158

Levien, Royal Designer for Industry. Ceramic
discs are used throughout and the single lever
bath filler uses the new smaller multiport
cartridge which allows a slimmer profile yet
still gives a rapid bath fill.
1	Basin mixer
Single lever,
with pop-up waste
2	Basin pillar taps
(bath pillar taps
also available)
3	Bath filler
Single lever, one tap hole
4	Bidet mixer
Single lever, one tap hole
5	Bath filler
Rim mounted, two tap holes
6	Shower mixer
Thermostatic, built-in TT
7	Idealfill bath filler
Low pressure bath filler
and waste combination,
see p178
8	Bath/shower mixer
Rim mounted, two tap holes

7

8
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Ceraplan SL

1

The Ceraplan SL collection is an innovative,

2

beautifully styled range of precision-engineered

Ceraplan SL single lever basin
mixer with pop-up waste
Washpoint 60cm pedestal
washbasin; see p34 for
the complete Washpoint
bathroom range

mixer fittings that is versatile enough to
complement many of our porcelain ranges.
For the environmentally conscious, the CLICK
cartridge in single lever basin and bidet

3

4

fittings (see p158) encourages water saving

+

Ceramic Disc technology
The multi-port cartridge brings a unique
feature for easy temperature control.
A single lever controls the pressure and
temperature within a unique comfort zone,
between 30-45°C. This gives more sensitive
control and provides smooth effortless
handle operation even at high pressures.
See fig.1-4 p159.

innovation

by providing a helpful reference point when
using 50% of the water flow. Our temperature
control technology ensures safe hot water and
the patented multi-port cartridge inside our

5

bath and shower fittings will guarantee you a
drip-free bath or shower. With its sleek, modern
design, hidden technology and discreet method
of fixing, the Ceraplan range is an ideal choice
for any bathroom.

6

1	Basin mixer
Single lever, with or
without pop up waste
2	Basin pillar taps
(bath pillar taps also
available)
3	Bidet mixer
Single lever,
with pop up waste
7

4	Bath filler
Single lever, one tap hole
5	Bath mixer
Dual control, two tap holes
6	Bath/shower mixer
Dual control, two tap holes
7	Bath/shower mixer
Single lever, one tap hole
8	Bath/shower mixer
Single lever,
exposed manual
9	Shower mixer
Single lever,
exposed manual

8

9
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Ceraplan Disc

Elegant styling and sleek design are combined

1

across a range of eight contemporary fittings.

Ceraplan Disc dual control
basin mixer with pop-up waste
Alto 60cm pedestal washbasin;
see p46 for the complete Alto
bathroom range

Ceramic disc technology controls water flow
with impeccable precision for a long lasting
drip free operation.

2

1	Basin mixer
Dual control, with pop-up
waste (basin mixer
with chain and plug
also available)
2	Basin pillar taps
(bath pillar taps
also available)

3

3	Bidet mixer
Dual control,
with pop-up waste
4	Bath filler
Dual control, one tap hole
5	Bath filler
Dual control, two tap holes

4

6	Bath/shower mixer
Dual control, one tap hole
7	Bath/shower mixer
Dual control, two tap holes
5

6

7
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Ceraplan Duo

These fittings combine the superb design

1

characteristics of Ceraplan with delicately

Ceraplan Duo dual control
bath/shower mixer
Purity 170x70cm Idealform
bath; see p28 for the complete
Purity bathroom range

sculpted conical handles to create a set of
highly tactile fittings that deliver accurate
water temperature and flow control. Dual

2

control compression vales control the water
flow offering the optimum performance for
low pressure installations.
1	Basin mixer
Dual control,
with pop-up waste
(basin mixer with chain
and plug also available)

3

2	Basin pillar taps
Two tap holes (bath pillar
taps also available)
3	Bidet mixer
Dual control,
with pop-up waste

4

4	Bath filler
Dual control, one tap hole
5	Bath filler
Dual control, two tap holes
6	Bath/shower mixer
Dual control, one tap hole

5

7	Bath/shower mixer
Dual control, two tap holes

6

7
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Plaza

The angular grace of Plaza evokes the

1

Plaza bath/shower mixer
Plaza 170 x 70cm
idealform Plus+ bath;
see p138 for the complete
Plaza bathroom range

glamour of the Jazz Age and the range
complements Ideal Standard’s Art Decoinspired Plaza porcelain suite. Plaza is the
perfect choice for those seeking an Art Deco
look for a period house. Yet its clean lines
will also complement contemporary interiors.
With individual pillar taps, mixers and the

2

sought-after ‘telephone’ shower head cradle.

1	Basin pillar taps
(bath pillar taps
also available)
2	Bidet mixer
3	Bath/shower mixer

3
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Kingston

The Victorian elegance of the Kingston range,

1

Kingston bath/shower mixer
Roll top 170 x 80cm Idealcast
bath: see p152 for more baths

with its softly rounded styling, makes it an
ideal choice for classical bathrooms. Fittings
include the popular ‘telephone’ shower cradle
and a choice of individual crosshead pillar
taps or a mixer body. Available in chromium
plated and light gold plated finishes.
2
1	Basin pillar taps
(bath pillar taps
also available)
2	Basin mixer
3	Bidet mixer
4	Bath/shower mixer

3

4
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Water saving and safety

solutions

The following chart gives
an overview of our complete
range of mixers and taps
including all water saving,
time saving and safety features.
Features
Ceramic Disc technology – Click*
Ceramic Disc technology – Multi-port
Ceramic Disc technology – Quarter turn
Temperature Limit Stop**
Cool Body technology***
TopFix installation*
Models available
Pillars taps
Basin mixer
Basin mixer vessel
Basin mixer 3TH wall mounted
Bidet mixer
Bath pillar taps
Bath filler 1TH
Bath filler 2TH
Bath filler 3TH wall mounted
Bath filler thermostatic 2TH rim mounted
Bath/shower mixer 1TH
Bath/shower mixer 2TH
Bath/shower mixer 4TH
Bath/shower thermostatic 2TH rim mounted
Bath/shower mixer manual wall mounted
Shower mixer manual wall mounted
Shower mixer built-in manual
Shower mixer thermostatic wall mounted
Bath/Shower mixer thermostatic wall mounted
Shower face plate and TT, built-in
Shower mixer built-in with diverter
Idealfill and side valves
Kitchen mixers

Jasper
Morrison

Silver

•

•

Academy

Active

Idyll Two

Waterways Waterways
CD

Domi Solo

Melange

Ceramix

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ceraplan
Disc

Ceraplan
Duo

Plaza

Kingston

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•
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•
•

•

•

•
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•

•
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Ceraplan
SL

•

•

•

•

Cone

•
•
•
•

•

Tratto

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
* CLICK technology and TopFix feature applies to basin and bidet mixer ONLY. **Temperature Limit Stop applies to basin mixer ONLY. ***Cool Body technology applies to thermostats ONLY.
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Plan your new Ideal Standard Bathroom
Photocopy and cut-out the plan drawings that
appear throughout the brochure and then work
out the layout that will best suit your needs.

4

Important installation
information
A key element in the performance
of a bathroom is the quality of
the installation. We recommend you
use a plumber from a registered
association (see below) and consult
him (or her) right from the start.
Your local Ideal Standard stockist may
offer a plumbing service or, if not,
will be able to recommend a qualified
plumber. Local showroom information
and advice about installation and
planning is available from the
Bathroom and Shower Information
Service www.thebathroom.info
Recognised plumbing
associations
Association of Plumbing and
Heating Contractors (APHC)
www.aphc.co.uk
Tel: 024 7647 0626

3

The Institute of Plumbing
and Heating Engineering
www.iphe.org.uk
Tel: 01708 472791
Scottish and Northern
Ireland Plumbing
Employers Federation
www.snipef.org.uk
Tel: 0131 225 2255

2
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1

metres, scale 1:20

1

2
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Ideal
guarantee
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard products
enables us to guarantee all ceramic products (including accessories)
and Idealite shower trays for a lifetime and Idealcast and Idealform
acrylic baths for 25 years from date of purchase.
Whirlpool baths, Trevi showers, bath panels, mixers and taps, wc
suite and cistern fittings are guaranteed for 5 years from date of
purchase. Shower enclosures and bath screens are guaranteed for
10 years from date of purchase. Parts (including flushvalves) are
guaranteed for 5 years and will be replaced if found to be faulty.
Whirlpool bath systems (including all components) are guaranteed
for 2 years from the date of purchase. The guarantee does not
cover general wear and tear.
Our guarantee is offered on all products that have been used in the
manner for which they were intended, and does not apply to any
products that have been misused or abused in any way. Products
must be installed and cared for in line with our fixing instructions and
local water byelaws. The guarantee covers products in domestic use by
the consumer and not commercial or business use.
In the unlikely event the product fails within the guarantee period, we
offer a free replacement or replacement part (or nearest equivalent).
Liability is limited to individual products and does not cover
consequential loss or damage on installations. When your bathroom
has been satisfactorily installed and is working well, please ensure you
register your guarantee. The guarantee is transferable – it applies to
the product not the purchaser provided guarantee registration details
are passed on to the new owner. You can register for guarantees on a
bathroom bought on your behalf by a plumber or builder.
Applies to UK and Republic of Ireland only. This guarantee does not
affect your statutory rights.
Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design
and performance of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary
specifications without notice.

Introducing the new Ideal Standard brand logo. We are changing
the look and feel of our logo, with a new soft and graceful shape,
conveying a refined contemporary feeling. Our current signature
will remain visible for a while on the Ideal Standard collections
until it is progressively replaced by the new logo. You can rest
assured that our brand and products will more than ever facilitate
and enhance your life.
Colour reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of
the printing process.
A division of Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd. P444(7) 06/08.

Designed by Sheppard Day.
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